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Abstract
Meiotic recombination creates genetic diversity by shuffling combinations of
alleles across loci, yet alleles at neighboring loci often remain non-randomly associated.
This non-random association is known as linkage-disequilibrium (LD), and it has
evolutionarily important effects both within and between species. Nucleotide diversity
at a given locus may be reduced by directional selection on the locus, or by selection on
neighboring linked loci. Recombination rates and nucleotide diversity are positively
correlated across loci within many species, which can be explained by linked selection
reducing nucleotide variation disproportionately in regions of low recombination.
However, the independent contributions of different types of linked selection are
difficult to disentangle. Between species, chromosomal inversions have been proposed
to suppress recombination in hybrid inversion heterozygotes and thereby maintain LD
and species distinction, but many models of how this happens are overly simplistic—
they often ignore non-crossover gene conversion, which reduces LD. Little direct
empirical data exist on gene conversion with respect to inversions in hybrids, so despite
existing models, inversions may be quite ineffective at keeping hybridizing species
distinct. Here, I examine the evolutionary consequences of LD at two levels: nucleotide
diversity within species, and recombination-suppression in hybrids between species. I
present three investigations driven by this overarching goal of understanding how LD
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plays into fundamental evolutionary mechanisms. First, I examine nucleotide variation
in Drosophila pseudoobscura, and I present a novel test for evidence that particular kinds
of selection at linked sites (background selection and/or soft sweeps) may reduce
nucleotide variation even in the absence of hard selective sweeps. Second, I show that
inversions are permeable to non-crossover gene conversion, which occurs throughout
inverted regions in intra- and inter-specific hybrids. I provide a genome-wide empirical
analysis of gene conversion rates both within species and in species hybrids, and I
estimate that gene conversion occurs at a rate of
1 x 10-5 to 2.5 x 10-5 converted sites per bp per generation in experimental crosses within
D. pseudoobscura and between D. pseudoobscura and its naturally-hybridizing sister
species D. persimilis. Finally, I use extensive whole-genome sequence data to re-examine
patterns of introgression and divergence in the D. pseudoobscura / D. persimilis system. I
show how failing to consider variation in evolutionary rate can lead and has led to
misinterpretations regarding effects of introgression. Through these genomic
examinations, I refine our understanding of how recombination and linkage
disequilibrium have shaped the divergence and speciation of Drosophila
pseudoobscura and D. persimilis.
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1. Introduction
Sections 1.2-1.3 adapted from: Korunes, K.L. and Noor, M.A.F. (2017). Gene conversion
and linkage: effects on genome evolution and speciation. Molecular Ecology.
doi.org/10.1111/mec.13736
A central goal in evolutionary biology is to understand how genetic diversity is
created and maintained. Across the tree of life, meiotic recombination creates genetic
diversity when crossing over and gene conversion shuffle combinations of alleles across
loci. Despite this shuffling, alleles at neighboring loci often remain non-randomly
associated. This non-random association, known as linkage-disequilibrium (LD),
influences the processes of adaptation within species and the formation of new species.
To better understand adaptation and speciation, we must first understand how LD
affects nucleotide diversity and how LD is maintained between hybridizing populations.

1.1 LD shapes nucleotide diversity and adaptation within
species
Local recombination rates and nucleotide diversity are often positively
correlated. This pattern was observed in Drosophila melanogaster over 20 years ago (e.g.,
Stephan & Langley 1989; Aguade et al. 1989; Begun & Aquadro 1992). Since then, many
studies have attempted to elucidate the evolutionary forces that drive this association.
The parsimonious explanation of a neutral process, such as mutagenic effects of
recombination, driving this association was undermined by the observation that
sequence divergence between D. melanogaster and its sister species, D. simulans, is not
1

associated with recombination rates (Begun & Aquadro 1992; but see Halldorsson et al.
2019 regarding the mutagenic effects of recombination in humans). Instead, evidence
supports the hypothesis that much of this pattern can be explained by natural selection
eliminating variation in regions of low recombination (Begun & Aquadro 1992; Begun et
al. 2007; McGaugh et al. 2012). Strong linkage in regions of low recombination allows
positive and negative selection at a given locus to reduce nucleotide diversity at
surrounding, linked loci.
The term “selective sweep” can refer to several processes in which positive
selection reduces linked neutral variation, including hard sweeps, soft sweeps, and
partial sweeps (Figure 1A-C). A hard, complete selective sweep occurs when alleles
linked to an advantageous mutation become fixed along with the mutation, and a single
haplotype replaces multiple ancestral haplotypes (Figure 1A) (Maynard Smith & Haigh
1974; Kaplan et al. 1989). Partial sweeps are selective sweeps that are incomplete, where
a mutation has increased in frequency but has not reached fixation. Soft sweeps occur
when multiple copies of an allele contribute to a selective sweep, though these copies
may or may not be identical by descent (Hermisson & Pennings 2005). Hermisson and
Pennings (2005) introduced a model in which standing genetic variation is the basis of a
soft sweep, such as when an allele segregating in the population becomes advantageous
after an environmental change (Figure 1B). A soft sweep can also occur when an
adaptive allele repeatedly enters the population (Pennings & Hermisson 2006). For
2

example, migration or mutation might repeatedly introduce an advantageous mutation
while a sweep at that locus is already in progress (Figure 1C).
Selective sweeps, including partial and soft sweeps, reduce heterozygosity at
nearby neutral sites as positive selection acts to increase the frequency of a beneficial
mutation. In contrast, background selection is a result of negative selection. Under
background selection, multiple deleterious mutations arise over time, and selection
eliminates the deleterious mutations along with closely linked neutral variation (see
Figure 1D) (Charlesworth et al. 1993). Neutral mutations can only drift to high
frequencies in a population if they exist on haplotypes that remain free of (or have the
fewest/weakest) deleterious mutations.

3

Figure 1: Models of how selection influences linked variation. The illustrated
population has a neutral polymorphism segregating at time t0 at a site indicated by
“N”. Under the hard sweeps model (A), a novel advantageous mutation (gold star)
arises at t0, increases in frequency to yield a partial sweep at t1, and has swept to
fixation by t2. (B) and (C) represent soft sweeps. In (B), a previously neutral mutation
becomes advantageous (magenta star) due to an environmental change between t0 and
t1, so the beneficial allele copies contributing to the sweep are identical by descent,
but segregating on different backgrounds due to recombination. In (C), the
contributing allele enters the population recurrently via mutation or migration. Under
background selection (D), haplotypes with deleterious mutations (red) are eliminated,
which reduces linked neutral variation.
Selective sweeps and background selection both reduce nucleotide variation
disproportionately in regions of low recombination, where linkage is strong. However,
4

the independent effects of selective sweeps and background selection remain difficult to
differentiate, despite decades of effort devoted to teasing these forces apart. Many
studies provide examples of regions of low nucleotide diversity centered on a fixed
sequence difference between populations or species. These studies describe clear
evidence of selective sweeps, but few studies have specifically tried to seek an empirical
signature of background selection. Evidence continues to indicate that background
selection is a major factor underlying genome-wide patterns of variation in many species
(McVicker et al. 2009; Hernandez et al. 2011; Lohmueller et al. 2011; Charlesworth 2012a;
Charlesworth & Campos 2014; Comeron 2014; Renzette et al. 2016; Pouyet et al. 2018).
Recent work even suggests that background selection may affect neutral divergence
between distantly related species (Phung et al. 2016).

1.1.1 Recent assessments of genome-wide background selection
effects
The past decade has brought forth substantial advances in understanding how
selection affects variation at linked neutral sites. Despite the evidence for many
individual selective sweeps, the genome-wide prevalence of sweeps is still ambiguous.
There is evidence for widespread selective sweeps in well-studied species such as
Drosophila simulans, where most neutral sites across the genome appear to have been
affected by positive selection at linked sites, specifically by repeated hard sweeps over
evolutionary time (“recurrent selective sweeps”) (Sella et al. 2009). However, such cases
of hard sweeps may not be representative of typical adaptation in all organisms, and
5

other processes may be more prevalent as drivers of reduced neutral variation in regions
of low recombination. Analyses of patterns of diversity surrounding conserved regions
in 179 human genomes suggests that hard sweeps are not the primary determinant of
genetic diversity in modern human populations (Hernandez et al. 2011; Alves et al. 2012).
This implies that adaptation may frequently involve other processes, including
polygenic adaptation or soft sweeps, and signatures of reduced neutral variation can
result from background selection. Similarly, recurrent selective sweeps appear to be rare
in plants, and background selection may dominate as a driver of patterns of genetic
diversity in many plant populations (reviewed in Fay & Wu 2000).

1.1.2 Genome-wide scans for selection
Genome-wide scans for selection historically tend to rely on the hard sweeps
model, with neutrality as a null hypothesis (Vitti et al. 2013). However, as seen in a
recent implementation of the SweepFinder2 framework, some emerging methods for
genome-wide scans for sweeps account for background selection (Huber et al. 2016;
DeGiorgio et al. 2016). The controversy over the role of selective sweeps necessitates a
baseline prediction of genetic diversity patterns under background selection alone. The
standard methodology for distinguishing sweeps and background selection typically
relies on detecting shifts in site frequency spectra, analyzed through statistics such as
Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989), Fu & Li’s D (Fu & Li 1993), or Fay & Wu’s H (Fay & Wu 2000).
This approach often yields inconclusive results, partially because these statistics
6

typically assume a standard neutral model and may neglect the effects of demography
or population structure. In recent years, the rapid accumulation of genomic data has
inspired new possible approaches to this problem. There have been several recent efforts
to develop such a model. McVicker et al. (2009) inferred a map of background selection
effects in hominid genome evolution using polymorphism data from five primate
species, including humans. McVicker et al. (2009) estimated the effects of purifying
selection on neutral diversity as a function of selection coefficients, recombination rates,
and deleterious mutation rates. At the megabase scale, their map of background
selection effects explains a large proportion of observed diversity patterns across the
genome, though the associated estimate of the deleterious mutation rate from the data is
substantially higher than other estimates from the literature (Nachman & Crowell 2000;
Kondrashov 2003). Similarly, predictions from background selection models alone may
explain a large proportion of observed variation in Drosophila melanogaster. According to
one estimate, background selection may explain as much as 70% of the observed
variance in nucleotide diversity across individual D. melanogaster (Comeron 2014).
The recent attempts to infer genome-wide effects of background selection bolster
the argument that background selection could be a major predictor of genome-wide
diversity. However, studies such as McVicker et al. (2009) and Comeron (2014) focus on
the explanatory power of a background selection model in a dataset. The scope of these
studies does not include a relative assessment of the explanatory power of a sweeps7

only model or a joint model (background selection and sweeps together). Elyashiv et al.
(2016) recently presented a novel approach of simultaneously estimating the effects of
both positive and negative selection in genomic data. Elyashiv et al. (2016) used the
density of sites predicted to be under selection to build a model of background selection,
and they used the density of functional sites with fixed differences to build a model of
selective sweeps. They applied this approach to genomic data from D. melanogaster, and
from the data, they estimated the selection coefficients and mutation rates. Like the
McVicker et al. (2009) study, the recent study from Elyashiv et al. also estimates a higher
than expected deleterious mutation rate (Elyashiv et al. 2016). These emerging modeling
approaches have greatly advanced our understanding of how different selective forces
contribute to lower diversity in regions of low recombination. However, discrepancies
such as the overestimates of deleterious mutation rates underscore the need to continue
improving these models.
Other recent work focuses on the role of the strength of selection and
underscores the importance of accounting for weakly deleterious mutations.
Background selection caused by weakly deleterious alleles is an important factor
shaping patterns of variation (Lohmueller et al. 2011). Though the effects of background
selection are in part dictated by the strength of selection, this occurs very differently
than it does under selective sweeps. Unlike selective sweeps, which are most
pronounced in the case of strong selection and dominant mutations, the strongest
8

reduction of linked diversity due to background selection occurs when selection is
relatively weak and mutations are recessive (Charlesworth et al. 1993; Charlesworth
2012b; Cutter & Payseur 2013). Strongly deleterious alleles are kept at low frequencies in
the population, while weakly deleterious alleles often persist longer in the population.
This implies that if there is strong linkage between neutral sites and sites under
selection, then weakly deleterious alleles can accumulate more neutral variation
compared to strongly deleterious alleles before being eliminated (Nordborg et al. 1996).
This observation means that we must use caution when inferring background selection
based on constraint alone. It is tempting to assume that genes that are more conserved
among taxa, or under greater constraint, would experience greater background
selection. However, as discussed, this is not necessarily true if highly constrained genes
experience stronger selection.
In addition to the strength of selection, any factors that increase linkage affect
background selection. A striking example is the apparent role of background selection in
shaping patterns of variation of the Drosophila X chromosome, as illustrated by a recent
investigation of silent site diversity in D. melanogaster (Charlesworth 2012a), where mean
silent site diversity in the ancestral population appears to be approximately the same for
X-linked loci and autosomal loci (Andolfatto 2001; Hutter et al. 2007). The similarity of
neutral diversity for X-linked and autosomal loci deviates from the null expectation
based on the ratio of the effective population sizes (Ne) of the X chromosome and each
9

autosome. This ratio of effective population sizes is expected to be ¾, given an equal sex
ratio and a random distribution of the number of progeny of each sex (Wright 1931).
According to the results from Charlesworth (2012a), background selection can explain
the equality of Ne between the X chromosomes and the autosomes, if background
selection is more effective on the autosomes. This explanation fits with the fact that there
is no meiotic recombination in male Drosophila, so the X chromosome (of which 2/3 are
present in females) has a greater effective recombination rate compared to the
autosomes (of which half are in females). The observed X:autosome silent site diversity
ratio was closer to the expectation in D. pseudoobscura, and recent data reveals a lower
than expected ratio in D. simulans (Jackson et al. 2017). The evolutionary mechanisms
underlying X:autosome differences remain poorly understood, but it is possible that the
ratios in D. pseudoobscura and D. simulans are due to higher recombination rates in these
species (Charlesworth 2012a; Jackson et al. 2017).
These observations of X:autosome neutral diversity illustrate the intricacies of
how background selection operates under varying degrees of linkage. There are also
recent assessments of how background selection operates in asexual and selfing species,
where linkage is often strong. Evidence suggests that background selection plays a
prominent role in decreasing genetic diversity under uniparental inheritance (Agrawal
& Hartfield 2016; Roze 2016). Similarly, background selection has been implicated as a
driver of low observed variability on non-recombining chromosomes such as the dot
10

chromosome of D. melanogaster, the neo-Y of D. miranda (Kaiser & Charlesworth 2009),
and recently, the Y chromosome in humans (Wilson Sayres et al. 2014). On nonrecombining chromosomes or in low-recombination genomic regions, interference
among selected loci plays a major role in the action of background selection. HillRobertson interference (Felsenstein 1974) influences the interaction between
recombination and selection, and interference among the sites that cause background
selection can result in a larger role of drift in shaping allele frequencies (reviewed in
Charlesworth & Campos 2014).
Despite the progress towards accurately modeling the effects of background
selection, directly detecting background selection remains an elusive goal. Though
simulations of selection acting on neutral variation often predict a large proportion of
observed diversity, we still do not fully understand the operation of background
selection. Continued empirical studies of background selection such as the approach I
present in Chapter 2 may assist in refining modeling approaches and separating the
effects of different types of linked selection.

1.2 Gene conversion and linkage: effects on genome evolution
and speciation
Meiotic recombination often results in crossing over, but it can also result in a
distinct outcome: non-crossover gene conversion. Gene conversion occurs when DNA is
repaired using a homologous sequence as a template, resulting in the generation of a
copy of the template DNA. As a result, unlike crossovers, gene conversion is not a
11

reciprocal exchange of DNA between chromatids. Gene conversion events can be
immediately proximate to crossovers (crossover-associated gene conversion) or can
occur in the absence of a neighboring crossover (non-crossover gene conversion).
Crossing over and gene conversion both shuffle combinations of alleles across loci,
which leads to degradation of linkage disequilibrium (LD). Degradation of LD can have
major impacts on evolutionary processes, ranging from immediate effects on nucleotide
diversity to long-term consequences that shape genome evolution, speciation and
species persistence. Although recombination via both crossing over and gene conversion
can have profound and distinct effects on patterns of genetic diversity and genome
evolution, gene conversion has received limited attention in comparison with crossing
over.
Gene conversion and crossing over are both outcomes of DNA repair, yet these
recombination events differ in some fundamental aspects, including the length of DNA
affected, effects on allele frequencies and likely outcomes on genome evolution. The
tracts of DNA copied in gene conversion events typically consist of only tens to
thousands of base pairs, while crossovers often involve the reciprocal exchange of large
portions of chromosomes (on a scale of megabases). The inherent differences between
crossing over and gene conversion necessitate distinct detection methods for gene
conversion. Some of these methods use data from individual meioses, while others use
phylogenetic or population genomic data.
12

The small size of gene conversion relative to crossing over and the nonreciprocal
nature also impart unique effects on genome evolution and speciation. These unique
effects are partially due to the fact that gene conversion has the potential to alter allele
frequencies, while crossing over rearranges combinations of alleles but does not directly
overwrite sequences or change allele frequencies. Gene conversion can also occur in
genomic regions where crossing over is suppressed or absent (Mortimer & Fogel 1974;
Liebman et al. 1988; Mancera et al. 2008; Shi et al. 2010; Talbert & Henikoff 2010; Wijnker
et al. 2013). Furthermore, the growing body of evidence that gene conversion occurs
within chromosomal inversions in heterokaryotypes (Chovnick 1973; Rozas & Aguadé
1994; Schaeffer & Anderson 2005; Nóbrega et al. 2008) suggests that gene conversion
may facilitate interspecies gene flow and affect speciation in ways that crossing over
does not. In short, an understanding of how, when and where gene conversion occurs is
necessary for understanding how the genome evolves during adaptation and speciation.
A thorough discussion of the unique effects of gene conversion on genome
evolution and speciation is timely with the recent shift in focus from a primarily neutral
null model of molecular evolution to a null model incorporating selection (Kreitman
1996; Gillespie 1997; Fay & Wu 2001; Begun et al. 2007; Hahn 2008). This shift in
perspective intensifies the importance of understanding the evolutionary implications of
linkage. To understand how recombination breaks down LD, it is essential to
disentangle the effects of distinct categories of recombination events. Recombination is
13

often assumed to be synonymous with crossing over, but gene conversion has unique
potential to affect evolutionary processes. Here, I provide a comprehensive review of
current methods for detecting and studying gene conversion, and I place special
emphasis on how the evolutionary impact of gene conversion differs from that expected
from crossing over alone.

1.2.1 Mechanisms and characteristics of gene conversion
Gene conversion occurs throughout the tree of life and has been documented in
all three domains. Here, I focus primarily on meiotic gene conversion in eukaryotes,
where double-strand breaks (DSBs) in DNA initiate homologous recombination. We
focus on meiotic recombination as it has the greater potential to affect future
generations, but mitotic recombinants can also enter the germline and be unwittingly
included in estimates of putative meiotic recombination. Gene conversion can be
associated with crossovers or occur without crossing over, depending on how the break
is repaired. When repair of a DSB leads to crossing over, crossover-associated gene
conversion can occur at the site of the break in addition to the reciprocal exchange of
DNA. When DSBs are repaired without crossing over, gene conversion occurs, but the
reciprocal exchange of DNA does not occur (simplified pathways shown in Figure 2A,
but see Chen et al. (2007) for more details). This is termed non-crossover gene
conversion. Regardless of the repair pathway leading to the gene conversion event, gene
conversion copies the genetic material from an intact homologous sequence to the region
14

containing the break, resulting in a new copy of the template sequence. This process of
one allele overwriting another enables gene conversion to alter allele frequencies. The
interacting sequences can involve sister chromatids, homologous chromosomes or
similar sequences at two loci (on either the same chromosome or another chromosome).
Estimates of gene conversion tract lengths and the frequency of gene conversion vary by
organism, but a typical meiotic gene conversion length appears to fall in the range of
100–2000 bp (Liskay et al. 1987; Judd & Petes 1988; Waldman & Liskay 1988; Jeffreys &
May 2004), considerably smaller than typical lengths of DNA exchanged via crossover
events. Rates of gene conversion, which will be discussed throughout this review, are
typically calculated by dividing the total of the observed gene conversion tract lengths
by the length of the examined genomic region to obtain a per nucleotide conversion rate.
This type of rate potentially differs from rates given per marker, which provide the
frequency of gene conversion observed at a given locus. Interestingly, estimated
genome-wide rates of gene conversion span only two orders of magnitude across widely
divergent eukaryotes, including insects, plants and mammals (see Table 1 for a
summary of gene conversion rates).
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Figure 2: Non-crossover gene conversion detection in single meioses. (A)
Repair of a DSB during meiosis can result in gene conversion or crossing over (with
gene conversion). Repair can lead to the SDSA (synthesis-dependent strand
annealing) pathway, resulting in gene conversion, or it can result in a DHJ (double
Holliday junction), which can lead to either crossing over or non-crossover gene
conversion. (B) If a highly homozygous individual is crossed to an individual that is
heterozygous at every SNP, then non-recombinant offspring (outcome #1) will be
either entirely homozygous or entirely heterozygous. Recombinant offspring will
exhibit crossovers** (outcome #2) or gene conversion* (outcome #3). (C) An example of
a gene conversion observed in a inverted region of the X chromosome in our
interspecies cross of Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. persimilis. Heterozygous sites
are emphasized with boxes, and polymorphic sites across the three individuals are
connected by dotted lines. The two heterozygous sites (asterisks) in the F2 offspring
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provide evidence of a gene conversion, with a maximum tract length denoted by the
bracket below, since this individual is homozygous at surrounding sites where the
female parent is heterozygous.

Table 1: Rate estimates of gene conversion. Per site estimates were calculated
from the number of gene conversions/meiosis multiplied by the average tract length
and divided by the genome size.
Species

Arabidopsis
thaliana

Genomic Region

Whole-genome

Probability that a site
is converted in a given
meiosis
-6
3.6 x 10 (noncrossover
gene conversion)

References

(Wijnker et al.
2013)

7.8 x 10-6 (crossoverassociated)
Oryza sativa
indica

Whole-genome

1.77 x 10-4

(Xu et al. 2008)

Drosophila
melanogaster

Whole-genome

9.3 x 10-6

(Miller et al. 2016)

Drosophila
pseudoobscura

Set of 7 loci within
chromosomal
inversions

3.4 x 10-6

(Schaeffer &
Anderson 2005)

Homo sapiens

Whole-genome

5.9 x 10-6

(Williams et al.
2015)

Homo sapiens

Palindromes of the
male-specific region
of the Y
chromosome

2.2 x 10-4

(Rozen et al. 2003)

Caenorhabditis
elegans

unc-22 locus (38kb)

1 x 10-5 (Intralocus)

(Moerman &
Baillie 1979)

Whole-genome

5 x 10-4

(Miles et al. 2016)

Centromeres

1 x 10-5

(Shi et al. 2010)

Plasmodium
falciparum
Zea mays
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Although gene conversion occurs throughout the tree of life and is highly
relevant to genome evolution, we still have much to learn about its mechanisms and
characteristics. We have a limited understanding of the regulation of DSB repair
pathways (e.g., Mansour et al. 2008) and limited data on the distribution and exact size
of gene conversion events. Studying the mechanisms and regulation of gene conversion
continues to help us understand how gene conversion occurs, and the gene conversion
detection methods described below help us to understand when and where gene
conversion occurs.

1.2.2 Detecting gene conversion
1.2.2.1 Population data
Several statistical tests (Table 2) have been developed to identify gene conversion
events. The first statistical method for identifying candidate gene conversion events
from a set of DNA sequences was introduced by Stephens (1985) and uses the clustering
patterns of polymorphic sites within haplotypes. Although this method is appropriate
for very small sample sizes (1–3 sequences), more versatile tests have now been
introduced. The method presented by Sawyer (1989) is now the basis of several software
packages for detecting gene conversion (see Table 2), including GENECONV (Sawyer
1989; http://www.math.wustl.edu/~sawyer/geneconv/). Given aligned DNA sequences,
GENECONV identifies highly similar tracts, which represent candidate gene conversion
events. This approach is particularly well suited to searching for gene conversion among
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paralogs (see Concerted Evolution below). The algorithms provided by Stephens (1985)
and Sawyer (1989) are powerful for gene conversion detection, but they do not assess the
frequency of gene conversion, placement patterns along the chromosome or tract lengths
of the gene conversion events. The algorithm described by Betrán et al. (1997)
incorporates a statistical model to obtain an estimate of the number and length of gene
conversion tracts. For example, this method was used to investigate the effects of
chromosomal arrangements on gene conversion using population data from Drosophila
pseudoobscura (Schaeffer & Anderson 2005).
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Table 2: Algorithms and software for gene conversion detection
Reference/Name
Algorithms

Input Data

Basis

Stephens 1985

Sequences from a locus of
interest. Best for small
sample sizes (1-3
sequences).

Tests for clustering in the distribution of
variable sites. Clusters of variable sites
associated with phylogenetic partitions
indicate gene conversion.

Sawyer 1989

Sequences from a locus of
interest.

Uses the distribution of bases at silent
polymorphic sites.

Betrán et al. 1997

Sequences from a locus of
interest (on a scale of
population genetic data).

Incorporates a statistical model to
estimation the lengths and true number
of gene conversion events.

Weiller 1998

Sequences from a locus of
interest.

Phylogenetic profiling: graphic method
that uses a sliding window approach to
determine distances between different
regions of aligned sequences.

Wiuf & Hein 2000

Sequences sampled from a
population.

Coalescent-based model with intralocus
gene conversion.

Gay et al. 2007

Population genetic SNP
data.

Coalescent-based model, modified from
the crossover detection model described
in Li and Stephens (2003).

RDP3 (Martin et al.
2004)

Aligned DNA sequences.

Implements the Sawyer (1989)
algorithm.

GENECONV
(http://www.math.w
ustl.edu/~sawyer/ge
neconv/index.html)

Aligned DNA or protein
sequences.

Implements the Sawyer (1989)
algorithm.

DnaSP (Librado &
Rozas 2009)

Aligned DNA or RNA
sequences. Designed for
population genetics.

Implements the Betrán et al. (1997)
algorithm.

3SEQ_2D (Hsu et al.
2010)

Intended for genome-wide
detection of paralogous
gene conversion.

Builds on the model described by Boni
et al. (2001) to make this method feasible
for whole genomes.

Software
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Although population data can be used to infer patterns of LD and thus ancestral
recombination, the population data approach for detecting gene conversion is
accompanied by notable caveats including the confounding factor of natural selection.
Processes such as selective sweeps can remove signatures of recombination (O’Reilly et
al. 2008) or even produce false signatures of recombination (Reed & Tishkoff 2006).
These methods also lack power to distinguish crossovers and non-crossover gene
conversion. However, inferential methods hold the obvious advantage of not requiring
high-coverage sequencing for large numbers of individuals within a pedigree. The
practicality of population genomic data for this type of approach enables the study of
organisms where experimental crosses are impractical or pedigrees are difficult to obtain
(e.g., Myers et al. 2005; Hinch et al. 2011).
1.2.2.2 Individual meiosis
Genotyping parents and offspring can reveal recombination events in a single
meiosis. This approach holds the advantage of allowing single crossovers, double
crossovers, and non-crossover gene conversion events to be distinguished from one
another. As next-generation sequencing continues to become more feasible, this strategy
is gaining popularity and has been implemented in pinpointing gene conversion in
many organisms, including model systems (e.g., Drosophila, Arabidopsis), protozoa
(Plasmodium falciparum) and fungi (Zymoseptoria tritici) (Miller et al. 2012, 2016; Wijnker et
al. 2013; Croll et al. 2015; Miles et al. 2016). These studies leverage SNPs and INDEL
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polymorphisms to track inheritance. For example, if two inbred (highly homozygous)
individuals are crossed to yield a F1 (heterozygous at every SNP), and this F1 is
backcrossed to one of the parents, then all of the F2 offsprings’ chromosomes will be
either entirely homozygous or entirely heterozygous with the exception of where
recombination has occurred (Figure 2B).
One recent study in Drosophila melanogaster quantified both crossovers and gene
conversion events on all five D. melanogaster chromosome arms in 196 meioses, allowing
comparison of these distinct type of recombination events (Miller et al. 2016). This
analysis revealed 291 gene conversion events and 541 crossovers. The authors
extrapolated these findings to estimate a mean gene conversion tract length of 440– 442
bp, which indicates a per nucleotide conversion rate of 9.3 x 10-6 per meiosis (Table 1).
This finding is consistent with an earlier study of gene conversion on the D. melanogaster
X chromosome, where analysis of 30 offspring across the 22.4 mb assembly of this
chromosome revealed a mean gene conversion tract length of 476 bp, and a per
nucleotide conversion rate of 8.6 x 10-6 per meiosis (Miller et al. 2012). The gene
conversion rates in these genome-based studies are consistent with previous D.
melanogaster studies of the rosy locus, which has historically been the only locus with a
thorough examination of gene conversion in Drosophila (Chovnick et al. 1971; Chovnick
1973; Curtis & Bender 1991; Hilliker et al. 1994; Blanton et al. 2005; Radford et al. 2007).
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A similar approach was implemented in the study of the recombination
landscape in Arabidopsis thaliana (Wijnker et al. 2013). Interestingly, this study found that
non-crossover gene conversion events appeared relatively rarely compared to crossing
over. Crossovers appeared at a frequency of about 10.1 per generation, while gene
conversion was detected only between 1 and 3 times per generation. The authors also
made the distinction between non-crossover- and crossover-associated gene conversion.
Non-crossover gene conversion appeared at a frequency of about 3.6 x 10-6/bp/meiosis
and crossover-associated gene conversion occurs at a similar rate of 7.9 x 10-6/bp/meiosis
(Table 1). They observed that crossover-associated gene conversion events extended
~300–400 bp, while non-crossover gene conversions were only 25–50 bp. A similar ratio
of crossing over to gene conversion was observed by Sun et al. (2012) who observed a
ratio of 11:1. However, this study presented a higher estimate of gene conversion
frequency: 3.5 x 10-4/marker/meiosis, which is equivalent to 8.8 x 10-5/bp/meiosis (Sun et
al. 2012; Wijnker et al. 2013). Notably, this study used a very different approach for
detecting recombination. They used fluorescent markers to look for gene conversion at
seven loci in over a million meiotic divisions. Both of these studies contrast that of Yang
et al. 2012; who sequenced 40 F2 individuals and reported that gene conversion is the
outcome of over 90% of all recombination events in Arabidopsis (Yang et al. 2012). A
recent reanalysis of this data suggests that gene conversion was over-reported in Yang et
al. (2012) (Qi et al. 2014). The reanalyzed assessment is consistent with the estimates
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provided by Sun et al. (2012) and Wijnker et al. (2013); although it is still unclear whether
the differences among the estimates from Sun et al. (2012) and Wijnker et al. (2013) result
from variation within genomes in gene conversion rate, variation among isolates in gene
conversion rate or methodological differences/biases. Nonetheless, these investigations
of the characteristics and distribution of recombination events are essential for
understanding the evolutionary impact of gene conversion.

1.2.3 Gene conversion affects patterns of nucleotide variation
1.2.3.1 Linked selection and predictions of genetic diversity
There is a growing body of evidence showing that gene conversion is highly
influential in shaping genetic variation. Clearly, the nature of gene conversion enables it
to reduce diversity directly by homogenizing the involved alleles. Beyond this,
theoretical work suggests that at short genomic distances (i.e. within genes), gene
conversion, not crossing over, is the most influential force breaking down LD
(Andolfatto & Nordborg 1998). Local recombination rate, r, indicates the probability of
recombination between two given loci. This parameter is often used to build predictions
of nucleotide diversity, and it is frequently explored as part of the population
recombination parameter, 4Nr (see Wall 2000). Estimates of recombination rates are
critical to the exploration of the interacting effects of selection and linkage on genetic
diversity. Local recombination rates and nucleotide diversity are often positively
correlated. This pattern was described in Drosophila melanogaster over 20 years ago (e.g.,
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Stephan & Langley 1989; Aguade et al. 1989; Begun & Aquadro 1992), and subsequent
studies provide evidence that much of this pattern can be explained by natural selection
eliminating variation in regions of low recombination, where stronger linkage extends
the effects of selection (Begun & Aquadro 1992; Begun et al. 2007; McGaugh et al. 2012).
Estimates of r often rely on crossover rates which are calculated by genotyping or
observing physical markers at a pair of loci.
Gene conversion can also produce recombinants, but may be ignored in
estimates of r. If the markers are spaced several centiMorgans apart, double crossovers
can also occur within this region. If the markers are reasonably closely linked, the
relative effect of gene conversion contributing to genetic exchange between these
markers becomes larger. Andolfatto & Nordborg (1998) suggested that studying
partially or highly selfing organisms is a reasonable way to circumvent this problem
when using methods that rely on r, as these organisms have lower effective rates of
recombination and thus lower r (Andolfatto & Nordborg 1998). However, a better
solution may be within reach now that we are accumulating estimates of gene
conversion in many study systems, as shown in Table 1. It is becoming more feasible to
improve r estimates by taking gene conversion into account.
Like crossing over, gene conversion also affects nucleotide diversity by
weakening linkage, and thus reducing the effects of linked selection. Specifically, gene
conversion can weaken Hill–Robertson interference: selection at a site that is linked to
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another target of selection (Hill & Robertson 1966). It has been suggested that gene
conversion can allow loci to escape selective sweeps (Jones & Wakeley 2008). Selective
sweeps result from positive selection when alleles linked to an advantageous mutation
become fixed along with the mutation, and a single haplotype replaces multiple
ancestral haplotypes (Maynard Smith & Haigh 1974; Kaplan et al. 1989). Jones &
Wakeley (2008) argue that gene conversion can allow flanking loci on either side of the
adaptive variant to escape the sweep, or gene conversion at the central locus can allow
the flanking loci to escape the sweep. This scenario is less likely to occur as a result of
crossing over: a double crossover could conceivably allow flanking loci to escape
selection independently, but a single crossover would facilitate the exchange of a long
track of DNA. Between the small tract lengths and gene conversion’s higher incidence
than crossing over in many organisms, gene conversion is far more efficient at breaking
up linkage at this scale. Although it has yet to be investigated, if this escape effect can
occur as a result of positive selection, then it may also occur along with background
selection. Background selection occurs when multiple deleterious mutations arise over
time, and variation at closely linked neutral loci is reduced as the deleterious mutations
are eliminated (Charlesworth et al. 1993). Together, linked selection via both positive
(sweeps) and negative (background) selection heavily influence patterns of genetic
diversity, and understanding the degree to which gene conversion affects linked
selection is critical.
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1.2.3.2 Changes in allele frequency
Unlike crossing over alone, gene conversion (both crossover-associated and noncrossover) is capable of altering allele frequencies. New combinations of alleles are only
possible in heterozygotes, so very homozygous populations are less likely to experience
this effect. As a result, highly selfing species or otherwise monomorphic populations
will experience fewer changes in allele frequencies due to gene conversion. This means
that the potential impact of gene conversion on patterns of variation can be better
understood if we consider the rate of gene conversion when scaled by the level of
heterozygosity. The effects of heterozygosity on gene conversion extend to the
phenomenon of GC-biased gene conversion (discussed under “Genomic composition”
below), which is expected to have diminished impact in more highly selfing species.
This is evidenced by the population genomics of the angiosperm Collinsia linearis in
comparison with its highly selfing sister species, C. rattanii, which exhibits reduced GC
content (Hazzouri et al. 2013).
1.2.3.3 Recombination throughout the genome
Despite the fact that gene conversion lengths are small, gene conversion can
facilitate genetic exchange in ways that crossing over cannot. For example, gene
conversion occurs in centromeric DNA, while crossing over is suppressed in these
genomic regions (Liebman et al. 1988; Shi et al. 2010; Talbert & Henikoff 2010; Miller et al.
2016). Despite the highly conserved function of centromeres, centromeric DNA is
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dynamic. The centromeric DNA of related species is often quite divergent in sequence,
copy number and order. Gene conversion may contribute to the rapid evolution of
centromeres by accelerating neutral evolution. A novel mutation can quickly spread via
gene conversion to nearby similar sequences, which are common due the repetitive
nature of centromeric DNA. Nearly a century’s worth of evidence suggests that meiotic
crossing over is rare or absent within centromeres (Beadle 1932), yet there is now ample
evidence for recombination via gene conversion in such regions (Liebman et al. 1988; Shi
et al. 2010; Talbert & Henikoff 2010; Miller et al. 2016). In fact, population genetic
estimates of gene conversion in maize suggest that centromeric gene conversion is
abundant (on the order of 1 x 10-5/marker/generation) (Shi et al. 2010).
Centromeres are not the only genomic regions that are more susceptible to gene
conversion than to crossing over. Crossover interference has been documented
extensively over the past century and is described as the phenomenon where crossover
events in a single meiosis do not typically occur near one another (Sturtevant 1913,
1915). Despite the abundant evidence that a crossover interferes with the likelihood of a
neighboring crossover, interference associated with gene conversion events remains
mysterious. It appears that gene conversion events do not interfere with one another
(Mancera et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2016), but the relationship between crossovers and gene
conversion may be a bit more complicated (reviewed in Berchowitz & Copenhaver
2010). Some lines of evidence suggest that interference does not occur between
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crossovers and gene conversions (Mortimer & Fogel 1974; Wijnker et al. 2013). Other
data imply that gene conversions and crossovers interfere with one another, although
perhaps only when crossovers are produced by certain pathways (dependent on MutS
Homolog 4 (Msh4) or MutS Homolog 5 (Msh5)) (Mancera et al. 2008).
Furthermore, chromosomal rearrangements can suppress crossing over, but
perhaps not gene conversion. When an individual is heterozygous for a paracentric
inversion polymorphism, single crossovers are not recovered from within the inverted
region. Single crossovers within the inverted region of inversion heterozygotes do not
yield viable gametes, as these recombination events result in dicentric and acentric
products. Without centromeres to enable normal movement during anaphase, acentric
fragments are either excluded from the gametes or passively included, in which case
they are typically lost in later zygotic cell divisions (Madan 1995). The two centromeres
of a dicentric bridge are drawn to opposite poles, which can interfere with separation of
daughter cells or break, producing two chromosomes with deleted segments. Although
single crossover products are not recovered in this scenario, gene exchange within
inverted regions, termed gene flux, may not be completely inhibited, as gene flow via
double crossovers and gene conversion can still occur within the inverted region.
Double crossovers within inverted regions yield viable, normally constituted
chromosomes, yet data on rates of double crossovers within these regions suggest that
double crossovers occur less frequently than predicted (Levine 1956; Ishii &
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Charlesworth 1977; Stump et al. 2007; Pegueroles et al. 2010; Stevison et al. 2011).
Recombination within inversions is relevant both to evolutionary questions and to the
use of inversions in an experimental setting. Inverted balancer chromosomes are often
used to suppress recombination in Drosophila, but balancer chromosomes can exhibit
gene conversion during the maintenance of balanced stocks (Cooper et al. 2008;
Blumenstiel et al. 2009). Assessments of gene conversion in inversion heterozygotes and
the evolutionary implications of this gene flux are described below.

1.2.4 Gene conversion affects long-term evolutionary processes
1.2.4.1 Inversions and within species adaptation
Chromosomal inversions are often associated with locally adapted alleles within
or among natural populations (see reviews: Hoffmann et al. 2004; Hoffmann & Rieseberg
2008), and their effect comes in part from maintaining a haplotype or group of
haplotypes in LD. Gene flux in inversion heterozygotes breaks down this LD and
degrades the coadapted gene complexes. The first detailed theoretical assessment of
gene flux in inversion heterozygotes (Navarro et al. 1997) suggested that gene
conversion occurs at a constant rate across inverted regions, while double crossovers are
most likely to cause gene flux near the center and away from inversion breakpoints. As a
result of single crossover suppression and limited opportunities for double crossovers,
gene conversion may dominate as the mechanism of gene flux in smaller inversions. LDbased inferential studies (Laayouni et al. 2003; Corbett-Detig & Hartl 2012; Kennington &
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Hoffmann 2013) support the theoretical evidence that gene flux occurs within
inversions, particularly in the center of the inverted regions, and direct empirical
assessment gene conversion rate at one locus (Chovnick 1973) shows that such flux
occurs via gene conversion. However, some data do not fully support the general
predictions of Navarro et al. (1997); for example, inversions segregating in Drosophila
pseudoobscura have elevated variation near some inversion breakpoints but not in others
(Wallace et al. 2013). Although the extent of gene conversion near inversion breakpoints
is still unclear, accumulating data on gene conversion rates will help us assess whether
LD is degraded consistently throughout inversions. This is important to determine, as a
lack of gene conversion near breakpoints could mean that LD between loci at either
breakpoint of an inversion is invariably maintained. Although we do not yet thoroughly
understand how often gene conversion occurs within inversions, there is ample
evidence suggesting that gene conversion facilitates gene flux in inversion
heterozygotes, and this gene flux can break down LD and local adaptations.
1.2.4.2 Inversions and speciation
Non-crossover gene conversion is particularly relevant to the puzzle of how
hybridizing species persist as distinct from their sister taxa, a process that often occurs in
the face of interspecies gene flow. Newly formed species often persist as distinct species,
yet many species continually hybridize with related species (reviewed in Mallet 2005). In
hybrid zones where genetically distinct species produce viable hybrid offspring, barriers
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to recombination along large chromosomal regions help maintain LD and preserve
distinct species (e.g., Cruickshank & Hahn 2014; Burri et al. 2015). Much of the current
thinking on species persistence relies on models that argue that hybridizing species are
more likely to persist as distinct species when recombination is reduced in hybrids
(Noor et al. 2001a; Rieseberg 2001; Navarro & Barton 2003; Kirkpatrick & Barton 2006).
Many species pairs exhibit greater sequence divergence in inverted regions compared to
collinear regions (Besansky et al. 2003; Feder et al. 2005; Basset et al. 2006; McGaugh &
Noor 2012; Lohse et al. 2015), and the gene flow reduction caused by chromosomal
rearrangements can lead to the accumulation of reproductive isolation alleles (Noor et al.
2001a; Khadem et al. 2011; Fishman et al. 2013). By extension, inversions may be under
positive selection within the diverging species when they reduce recombination and
keep locally adapted alleles linked (Kirkpatrick & Barton 2006; Kirkpatrick & Barrett
2015). Despite the overwhelming amount of evidence that inversions impact speciation
and species persistence, some current models may oversimplify the role of inversions by
neglecting to account for gene flux via gene conversion or double crossovers. However,
other models do account for gene conversion, such as the theoretical framework
described in Guerrero et al. (2012), which incorporates a gene flux parameter based on
the probability of gene conversion and double crossovers. Some models suggest that
even low levels of gene flux can significantly reduce differentiation within inversions
over time (Navarro et al. 1997; Feder & Nosil 2009), potentially leading to eventual
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species fusion. Importantly, the evolutionary outcomes of gene conversion and double
crossovers on genetic divergence in inverted regions may differ: the former allows very
small segments of DNA to be exchanged, while the latter is more likely to transfer a
single large segment. If inversions capture multiple locally adapted loci, large double
crossovers are more likely to result in maladaptive associations, whereas individual
small gene conversion events may more easily erase genetic divergence outside the
selected sites.
Surprisingly little data exist on rates of gene flux via gene conversion in
inversion heterozygotes, making it hard to address the importance of chromosomal
inversions on species persistence. Several within-species studies (Rozas & Aguadé 1994;
Schaeffer & Anderson 2005; Nóbrega et al. 2008) have used population genetic data and
LD-based approaches to estimate the frequency of gene conversion within inversions.
These studies suggest that gene conversion regularly occurs between inverted regions,
with the exception of the regions immediately surrounding the inversion breakpoints.
All of these LD-based studies rely on the caveats described above, including the
confounding effects of selection and the inability to distinguish types of recombination
events, so it is necessary to have direct empirical assessments of rates of gene conversion
within inversions. Such data are crucial for understanding how much gene flux can
occur as a result of gene conversion, whose effects on gene flux will be different from
those of double crossovers because of the much smaller tracts involved.
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1.2.4.3 Direct gene conversion rate estimates in inversions
An early direct experimental measurement of gene conversion in inversion
heterozygotes was described by Chovnick (1973). This study focused on a single locus,
rosy, near the center of an inversion and suggested that gene conversion occurs at
similar levels within and outside of an inversion. We have observed gene conversion in
crosses of Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. persimilis (Chapter 3, and Korunes & Noor
2018), naturally hybridizing sister taxa that differ by fixed inversions (on chromosome 2
and chromosome arm XL). Whole genome sequences from the parents, F1 and F2
offspring of the interspecies cross demonstrate that gene conversion does occur within
the inverted regions (Figure 2C). All other direct, single-generation evidence of gene
conversion has been in crosses within a single species, making this (to our knowledge)
the first direct observation of gene conversion within an inversion of a species hybrid.
These data are in agreement with the other evidence that inversions do not completely
suppress recombination (Chovnick 1973; Rozas & Aguadé 1994; Schaeffer & Anderson
2005; Nóbrega et al. 2008). Hence, it is evident that gene conversion can occur within the
inverted regions of inversion heterozygotes, but we do not yet know if it occurs at a rate
similar to the rate of gene conversion between collinear sequences (but see Chapter 3).
Further data on the rates of gene conversion in both inverted and collinear regions are
critical for understanding how gene flux impacts speciation and species persistence.
Nonetheless, given the abundant literature on the contribution of inversions to
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speciation, it is important to realize that inversions are not impermeable barriers to
recombination. Taken together, theory and the limited empirical evidence suggests that,
given sufficient time, gene conversion has the potential to undermine inversions as
barriers to gene flux. This suggests that chromosomal speciation may be more complex
than currently assumed.
1.2.4.4 Gene conversion in polyploids
Polyploids provide another arena where gene conversion offers unique
contributions to speciation processes. For example, angiosperms have a propensity for
polyploidization, and phylogenetic analyses suggest that the vast majority of
angiosperms have been affected by whole-genome duplication at some point during
their evolutionary histories (Bowers et al. 2003). These duplication events provide new
opportunities for recombination. Evidence from angiosperms suggests that gene
conversion acts to preserve sequence similarity in paralogs, but speeds their divergence
from orthologous genes in other species (reviewed in Wang & Paterson 2011). For
example, a whole-genome duplication event preceded the divergence of the cereals,
including rice (Oryza sativa) and sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) (Paterson et al. 2004). Since
the divergence of rice and sorghum, it is estimated that at least 14% of rice duplicated
genes and 12% of sorghum duplicated genes have undergone gene conversion (Wang et
al. 2009). Within each of these species, new mutations that arise in a duplicated gene and
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spread to other copies via gene conversion act to accelerate the divergence of the
genome from that of the other species.
1.2.4.5 Gene conversion facilitates concerted evolution
Gene conversion can also impact concerted evolution, or the homogenization of
repeated units of DNA. Concerted evolution via gene conversion is a striking illustration
of how gene conversion can impact evolutionary processes in ways that crossing over
cannot. For example, gene conversion been implicated in maintaining sequence
homology in tandem repeats of both eukaryotes (Gangloff et al. 1996; Eickbush &
Eickbush 2007) and prokaryotes (Liao 2000). Multigene families composed of duplicated
genes present the opportunity for a mutation arising in one gene copy to spread among
copies via gene conversion. For example, an analysis of gene families across nine
Drosophila species found that between 6.4% and 14.2% of paralogs show evidence of
gene conversion (Casola et al. 2010). Gene conversion has also been shown to enable the
rapid evolution of regulatory motifs dispersed by transposable elements (Ellison &
Bachtrog 2015). Unsurprisingly, work in rice suggests that the frequency of gene
conversion between members of a gene family on a single chromosome decreases as the
physical distance between gene pairs increases (Xu et al. 2008). It has also been pointed
out that the duration of concerted evolution can be influenced by selection for a certain
dosage of a gene product, as gene conversion can be advantageous when there is
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selection for higher levels of a certain gene product or disadvantageous when divergent
gene duplicates are advantageous (Sugino & Innan 2006).
Concerted evolution facilitated by gene conversion has the potential to increase
the effectiveness of selection in multigene families and thus shape the molecular
evolution of gene families (Mano & Innan 2008). Mano & Innan (2008) described a
theoretical framework for investigating the effects of selection on a mutation that arises
in a member of a multigene family and spreads to fixation (i.e. spreads to all loci
throughout the population) via gene conversion. Simulations of this scenario showed
that gene conversion effectively increased the efficiency of selection in the gene family,
because the presence of gene conversion acts to increase the effective population size. As
the rate of gene conversion increases, selection dominates as the parameter determining
fixation time.
In addition to theoretical work, empirical studies also note the interaction
between concerted evolution via gene conversion and selection. After observing gene
conversion between paralogs of the HMA4 gene in Arabidopsis halleri, Hanikenne et al.
(2013) cautioned against scans of polymorphism when studying duplicated loci. In this
case, concerted evolution via gene conversion complicated the signature of hard
selective sweep (Hanikenne et al. 2013). Concerted evolution via gene conversion can
also complicate the process of neofunctionalization. The null model describing the
probability of neofunctionalization depends on the assumption that duplicated genes
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evolve independently (Walsh 1995). This assumption is violated when gene conversion
occurs between the duplicated genes, and gene conversion can interfere with the fixation
of a neofunctionalized gene (Teshima & Innan 2008). It should also be noted that
concerted evolution via gene conversion has additional evolutionary implications in
ameiotic organisms. For example, evidence suggests that mitotic gene conversion in the
bdelloid rotifer, Adineta vaga, might facilitate concerted evolution and thus help
modulate the accumulation of deleterious mutations (Flot et al. 2013).
1.2.4.6 Gene conversion and genomic composition
Another consequence of gene conversion that, again, distinguishes it from
crossing over is changes in genomic GC content that can occur due to GC-biased gene
conversion. GC-biased gene conversion occurs when the repair of A:C or G:T
mismatches in heteroduplex intermediates are more likely to be resolved as GC pairs
rather than AT pairs (Marais 2003). This repair bias has been documented extensively in
mammals, including humans (Galtier et al. 2001; Webster et al. 2005; Glémin et al. 2015).
Other organisms with evidence of GC-biased gene conversion include avian species
(Webster et al. 2006) and yeast, although GC-biased gene conversion appears to be
confined to crossover-associated gene conversion in yeast (Lesecque et al. 2013) and
signatures of it appear absent in Drosophila (Robinson et al. 2014; Chapter 3 of the present
document). In organisms where GC-biased gene conversion occurs, GC enrichment in
loci involved in gene conversion can lead to higher GC content over time. Evidence
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suggests that GC-biased gene conversion has played an important role in the evolution
of the GC content of mammalian genomes (Galtier et al. 2001; Duret & Galtier 2009).
Notably, gene families that appear to undergo interlocus gene conversion have higher
GC content relative to singleton genes (Galtier 2003). A recent genome-wide study of
gene conversion in humans detected strong GC bias, with 68% of non-crossover gene
conversions (at sites with A:C or G:T mismatches) transmitting G or C alleles (Williams
et al. 2015). This study identified non-crossover gene conversion events using SNP data
from 98 meioses. The overall rate of gene conversion was 5.9 x 10-6/bp/generation (Table
1), suggesting that around 228 non-crossover gene conversion events occur each
generation. As the crossover rate is about 30 per generation, the non-crossover gene
conversion to crossover ratio in humans appears to be about 10:1.

1.3 Summary
As discussion shifts towards a selection-based null theory of molecular evolution
as opposed to a purely neutral theory null evolutionary model (Kreitman 1996; Gillespie
1997; Fay & Wu 2001; Begun et al. 2007; Hahn 2008; Kern & Hahn 2018; Jensen et al.
2019), incorporating selection hinges on understanding linkage and its implications. The
inevitability of linked selection via background selection and selective sweeps makes it
critical to understand and reasonably predict linkage and recombination in all its forms.
Understanding the nuances of recombination and linkage is critical for
understanding fundamental evolutionary process such as speciation. The prevalence of
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inversion differences between hybridizing populations demands an understanding of
how much gene flux can occur as a result of gene conversion. Although theory and
limited empirical evidence suggest that gene conversion has the potential to undermine
inversions as barriers to gene flux, there is very limited data on the occurrence of gene
conversion across and around inverted regions. If gene conversion rates are sufficiently
high and vary independently of inversions, then, despite the prevailing thinking,
inversions may be quite ineffective at keeping hybridizing species distinct (Feder &
Nosil 2009). This necessitates the development of models that incorporate gene
conversion into estimates of gene flux (e.g., Guerrero et al. 2012).
As illustrated by the many examples given here, gene conversion breaks down
LD and affects both short- and long-term evolutionary processes in ways that crossing
over alone cannot. The unique effects of gene conversion on genome structure and
evolution are often overlooked. Recombination is not synonymous with crossing over,
and the effects of gene conversion may outweigh the effects of crossing over in many
scenarios. Crossing over and gene conversion differ in many essential aspects, and each
carries its own unique potential to shape genome evolution. As we improve our
understanding of how these different outcomes of recombination break down linkage
and shape evolutionary processes, we can connect this understanding to models of
linked selection and to gene flow in natural populations. In the following chapters, I use
Drosophila pseudoobscura and its close relative to address fundamental evolutionary
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questions about linkage disequilibrium and recombination, and how these factors shape
genetic variation within and between species.
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2. Disentangling types of linked selection: patterns of
nucleotide variation in the absence of hard selective
sweeps in Drosophila pseudoobscura
2.1 Introduction
One of the most striking and widespread patterns in genomic data is the positive
correlation between local recombination rates and nucleotide diversity (e.g., Nachman
2001; Tenaillon et al. 2001; Takahashi et al. 2004; Begun et al. 2007; Cutter & Choi 2010;
Burri et al. 2015). Since this pattern was observed in Drosophila 30 years ago (Stephan &
Langley 1989; Aguade et al. 1989; Begun & Aquadro 1992), many studies have attempted
to elucidate the evolutionary forces that drive this association. Evidence supports the
hypothesis that much of this pattern can be explained by natural selection eliminating
variation in regions of low recombination (Begun & Aquadro 1992; Begun et al. 2007;
McGaugh et al. 2012). Strong linkage in regions of low recombination allows nucleotide
diversity at a given locus to be reduced by directional selection on that locus, or by
either positive or negative selection on surrounding, linked loci. Hard selective sweeps
result from positive selection when a single haplotype containing an advantageous
mutation replaces multiple ancestral haplotypes, and alleles linked to the advantageous
mutation become fixed along with the mutation as it spreads (Maynard Smith & Haigh
1974; Kaplan et al. 1989).
Selection at linked sites may also reduce nucleotide variation in the absence of
hard selective sweeps. As reviewed in Chapter 1, linked selection can also occur via
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partial sweeps, soft sweeps, and background selection. Partial selective sweeps occur
when a mutation increases in frequency but has not swept to fixation, and soft sweeps
occur when multiple copies of an allele contribute to a selective sweep. In the case of soft
sweeps, the contributing haplotypes may or may not be identical by descent (Hermisson
& Pennings 2005). If standing genetic variation is the basis of a soft sweep, an allele
segregating in the population becomes advantageous after a change in selective
pressures. Alternatively, a soft sweep can occur when sources of variation such as
mutation or migration repeatedly introduce an adaptive allele into a population
(Pennings & Hermisson 2006). Like hard sweeps, partial and soft sweeps may reduce
heterozygosity at nearby neutral sites while a beneficial mutation increases in frequency
due to positive selection. However, negative selection can also reduce linked neutral
variation through the action of background selection. Background selection occurs when
multiple deleterious mutations arise over generations, and variation at closely-linked
neutral loci is reduced as negative selection eliminates the deleterious mutations from
the population (Charlesworth et al. 1993).
There is a long-standing debate over the relative contributions of these different
types of linked selection to patterns of genetic diversity (e.g., Stephan 2010; Jensen 2014;
Renzette et al. 2016). Because recombination reduces the strength of linkage, these
different modes of linked selection all reduce nucleotide variation disproportionately in
regions of low recombination. However, the independent effects of different types of
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linked selection are difficult to disentangle. Many studies document regions of low
nucleotide diversity centered on adaptive alleles that were previously rare or absent in
the population (e.g., de Groot et al. 2002; Bersaglieri et al. 2004; Colosimo et al. 2005;
Hoekstra et al. 2006; see Stephan 2016 for review). While such studies provide
unambiguous evidence of hard selective sweeps, it is less clear how much background
selection and/or soft selective sweeps contribute. Few studies seek empirical signatures
of linked selection in the absence of hard sweeps, and these signatures are often more
controversial. For example, some studies argue that soft sweeps might be a very
prevalent mode of selection (Messer & Petrov 2013; Schrider & Kern 2017), while others
argue that the inference of soft sweeps often follows misguided neglect of demography
and neutral processes (Jensen 2014; Harris et al. 2018).
There is also debate over the relative contributions of background selection to
patterns of genetic diversity (e.g., Stephan 2010). As discussed in Chapter 1, recent
efforts to infer genome-wide effects of background selection bolster the argument that
background selection could be a major force in shaping genome-wide diversity (e.g.,
McVicker et al. 2009; Comeron 2014; Elyashiv et al. 2016; Pouyet et al. 2018). While
studies such as McVicker et al. (2009) and Comeron (2014) underscore that a background
selection model can explain a large proportion of observed diversity patterns across
polymorphism data (in primates and D. melanogaster, respectively), a common limitation
of this type of analysis is the lack of a relative assessment of the explanatory power of a
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sweeps-only model or a joint model (background selection and sweeps together). Recent
innovations in the field work towards simultaneously estimating the effects of both
positive and negative selection in genomic data (Elyashiv et al. 2016). These emerging
modeling approaches have advanced our understanding of how different selective
forces contribute to lower diversity in regions of low recombination. However, there is
essentially no direct empirical evidence of the operation of background selection, and no
standard methodology for detecting it. Notably, Elyashiv et al. (2016) and McVicker et al.
(2009) both estimated a higher than expected deleterious mutation rate. Discrepancies
such as these underscore the need to continue improving models of linked selection and
to inform them with empirical observations.
Differentiating the effects of different types of linked selection is critical to
understanding the extent to which linked selection influences genome-wide patterns of
variation. Further, identifying the evolutionary forces acting locally on specific regions
of the genome is central to delineating which portions may be evolving neutrally or
close to neutrally. There is growing interest in identifying such neutrally evolving
sequences to remove biases in demographic inference (Schrider et al. 2016; Pouyet et al.
2018). To leverage empirical evidence towards differentiating the effects of types of
linked selection, we present a new approach for assessing the effects of selection at
linked sites not attributable to recent hard, complete sweeps on within-species patterns
of genetic diversity. We test this method using the model system Drosophila
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pseudoobscura and its close relative, D. miranda. Previous work shows that D.
pseudoobscura exhibits a positive association between recombination rate and nucleotide
diversity (Kulathinal et al. 2008; McGaugh et al. 2012). Background selection, selective
sweeps, or a combination of these forces may explain this association. We attempt to
distinguish these forces by comparing the D. pseudoobscura genome to closely related
genomes. D. miranda serves as an appropriate point of comparison, because it is a close
relative but (unlike D. persimilis) does not hybridize with D. pseudoobscura. An additional
species, D. lowei, provides an outgroup for polarizing differences as ancestral or derived
when examining substitutions between D. pseudoobscura and D. miranda.
We examine the effects of linked selection in the absence of hard sweeps by
looking at variation only in genes lacking fixed differences between Drosophila
pseudoobscura and D. miranda (see Methods for details). Because these species do not
hybridize, this approach greatly reduces the probability that a hard sweep has occurred
recently in the subset of genes examined. Here, we present our assessments of
nucleotide variation in this set of loci, and caveats to our approach are elaborated in the
Discussion. While some of the results are not statistically significant, this examination of
variation within Drosophila pseudoobscura suggests that removing the effect of recent,
hard sweeps does not dramatically alter the strength of the relationship between neutral
variation and recombination rates, suggesting that selection at linked sites may reduce
nucleotide variation even in the absence of hard selective sweeps.
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Ortholog identification
We examined variation between D. pseudoobscura and D. miranda using wholegenome sequence data from 29 D. pseudoobscura and 11 D. miranda strains (see Appendix
A - Table 7 for sequence data information). D. miranda is not independently annotated,
but it diverged from D. pseudoobscura within the past ~2 million years (Wang & Hey
1996), facilitating alignment of the D. miranda genomes to the D. pseudoobscura genome
assembly. One D. lowei genome was included for use as an outgroup. We aligned the
sequences from these 41 genomes to the most recent D. pseudoobscura reference assembly
(Dpse_3.04: GCA_000001765.2) using BWA-0.7.5a (Li & Durbin 2009). We used GATK
v3.8 to call SNPs (McKenna et al. 2010; Van der Auwera et al. 2013). Prior to downstream
analyses, we filtered to exclude sites with QualByDepth (QD) < 2.0 , FisherStrand (FS) >
60, and StrandOddsRatio (SOR) > 3.0, MQ < 40, MQRankSum < -12.5, ReadPosRankSum
< -8. For each gene from D. pseudoobscura’s 16,959 annotated genes from the genome
annotation published by Flybase (http://flybase.org, Full Annotation Release 3.04), we
used the annotated gene span to identify the variant data at that locus for each of the 41
individuals. Custom Bash and Perl scripts were written to handle the files and analyze
the data as described below (scripts available at
https://github.com/kkorunes/Dpseudoobscura_LinkedSelection).
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2.2.2 Recombination datasets
The recombination dataset consists of two fine-scale recombination maps for two
separate inbred lines of D. pseudoobscura (McGaugh et al. 2012). LD-based recombination
maps are available for these species (Smukowski Heil et al. 2015) and are highly
correlated with the empirical recombination maps generated by McGaugh et al. (2012).
Our use of the empirical recombination maps avoids any issues of circularity from
measuring sequence diversity using sequence-based recombination maps. The two
replicate maps from McGaugh et al. (2012) together cover much of chromosome 2 and
the right arm of the X chromosome (chromosome XR), amounting to approximately 43%
of the D. pseudoobscura genome. For each genomic interval denoted by flanking markers
(averaging 141-160 kb apart), the maps provide a recombination rate reported in
Kosambi centiMorgans per megabase (cM/mb). We averaged these two nearly-identical
maps for chromosome 2 and chromosome XR, and we used the coordinates of the
markers to determine which interval contains each of the genes under examination.

2.2.3 Screen for fixed differences
For each gene, we compared the predicted gene span (including untranslated
regions (UTRs), coding sequences, and introns) across all 41 individuals to identify fixed
differences between the D. pseudoobscura and D. miranda. To reduce possible effects of
selective sweeps in or near the gene, we included the introns and UTRs since evidence
suggests that selection regularly acts upon these regions (e.g., Kohn et al. 2004;
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Andolfatto 2005). To assess the effect of extending the screen to include nearby regions
beyond the UTRs, we repeated the analyses including 50 bp upstream and 50 bp
downstream of each gene span in our screen for fixed differences. Evidence suggests
that LD decays rapidly in Drosophila (Langley et al. 2000), so screening the gene span
itself should exclude the effects of the majority of sweeps. However, some (e.g., strongly
selected) sweeps that occurred outside of the UTR boundaries could still affect
nucleotide diversity within the gene. We also tested larger region sizes (100 bp and 500
bp) to assess whether extending our filter further upstream and downstream would
affect the results. We found that extending the upstream/downstream regions
dramatically reduces the number of loci available to examine (Appendix A - Table 8).
After extending the filtered region, the directions of the association between
recombination rate and nucleotide diversity remain the same, but the power to detect a
relationship is reduced (Appendix A - Table 8).
To increase the number of genes we can examine while maintaining the criterion
of 'absence of recent selective sweeps', we compared the loci to the outgroup species, D.
lowei, and we used a simple parsimony argument to determine which species likely
possesses the ancestral allele for each fixed difference. The lineage with the ancestral
allele at a given locus was considered to be the lineage less likely to have been affected
by sweeps, whereas the lineage with the derived allele may have experienced a sweep at
that locus. For example, if a gene has several differences between D. pseudoobscura and
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D. miranda, but all differences are derived in D. miranda, then that D. pseudoobscura locus
is presumably free of the effects of recent hard sweeps. Following this argument, only
when all fixed differences were derived in D. miranda did we analyze neutral variation
at that locus within D. pseudoobscura. Using this strategy to identify hard sweeps, we
have obtained a set of D. pseudoobscura loci where we can examine the effects of linked
selection in the relative absence of hard selective sweeps. We recovered loci with up to 8
fixed differences where none were derived in D. pseudoobscura. In short, loci with 0-8
fixed differences, none of which were derived in D. pseudoobscura, were utilized as the
set of loci with a minimal chance of having experienced hard sweeps.

2.2.4 Assessing nucleotide variation
We computed gene span π, intron π, and fourfold degenerate site π as measures
of nucleotide variation within D. pseudoobscura. For genes that have multiple predicted
isoforms, we analyzed the longest isoform entry for each gene. To compute gene span π,
we used the full length of each gene to apply VCFtools (“--site-pi --from-bp <start
position> --to-bp <end position>”) to calculate π at each position (both variant and
invariant) that passed the SNP filters described above from the beginning of the 5’ UTR
through the end of the 3’ UTR. To assess neutral variation, we primarily focus on
fourfold degenerate sites, as evidence suggests that synonymous sites represent a
category of sites that evolve under relatively minimal constraint (Andolfatto 2005). We
also computed intron π for each gene, but selecting loci with suitable introns
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dramatically limited our sample size after screening for fixed differences. Introns larger
than 100 bp were excluded based on evidence that short introns serve as a better neutral
reference than longer introns (Clemente & Vogl 2012). 10 bp were trimmed from both
ends of each intron to remove sites likely to be evolving under selection for their roles in
proper splicing, and we considered only genes with at least 20 intronic sites to exclude
genes that might have misleadingly low neutral diversity due to a small number of
sampled sites. For both fourfold degenerate sites and intronic sites, and sites that did not
pass the SNP filtering requirements described above were excluded.
For fourfold degenerate π, we excluded genes with fewer than 30 fourfold
degenerate sites. From the filtered set of fourfold degenerate sites and intronic sites, we
used VCFtools (“--site-pi <positions list>”) to calculate π at fourfold degenerate sites
(Danecek et al. 2011) and obtain an average for each gene. R was used to perform
statistical tests, including linear regressions and analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to
assess differences in the slope and y-intercepts of the regression lines of local
recombination rate and neutral diversity between the sets of loci. To compare the results
to the distribution of possible outcomes, we took random subsamples of the full set of
genes, where the number of sampled genes was equal to the number of loci in the
original data set without hard sweeps (75 genes for chromosome 2 and 28 genes for
chromosome XR). 10,000 randomly selected sets of 75 genes from chromosome 2 and
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10,000 randomly selected sets of 28 genes from chromosome XR were used to assess how
the results compared to the distribution of possible outcomes.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Neutral variation correlates with recombination
Of the examined orthologs shared between D. pseudoobscura and D. miranda,
3,902 loci are contained within the recombination maps of chromosome 2 and the right
arm of the X chromosome. These 3,902 loci exhibit a positive association between
recombination rate and nucleotide diversity within D. pseudoobscura (Figure 3), in
agreement with previous studies within D. pseudoobscura (Kulathinal et al. 2008;
McGaugh et al. 2012). This significant positive relationship held when we focused
specifically on putatively neutral variation via a focus on fourfold degenerate site π
(Figure 4, Table 3). Our results suggest that the association between neutral diversity
and recombination rate in D. pseudoobscura may be stronger among autosomal loci than
on the X chromosome, consistent with the evidence that linked selection is more
effective on autosomes than on the X chromosome in Drosophila (Charlesworth 2012a).
Background selection, selective sweeps, or a combination of these forces may explain
this association. These forces can be partially distinguished by analyzing neutral
variation in the subset of D. pseudoobscura loci that lack derived fixed differences.
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Figure 3: The association of nucleotide diversity with recombination rate in D.
pseudoobscura. For the 2,616 orthologs examined on chromosome 2 (A) and the 1,286
orthologs examined on the right arm of the X chromosome (B), average π per gene
span in D. pseudoobscura is plotted against recombination rate.

2.3.2 Screening out regions bearing fixed differences does not yield
dramatically different neutral intraspecies variation
The effects of hard selective sweeps on within-species nucleotide variation can be
minimized by screening D. pseudoobscura loci for derived fixed differences in their
coding regions, introns, and untranslated regions. We identified 394 D. pseudoobscura
loci with no derived fixed differences within the gene’s coding sequence, introns, or
untranslated regions. This set of loci is unlikely to have experienced recent hard sweeps,
since we have reduced the possibility that a novel mutation arose and spread to fixation
within D. pseudoobscura after the divergence of D. pseudoobscura and D. miranda from
their common ancestor. Because hard sweeps reduce neutral variation, a selective
sweeps model predicts less neutral variation compared to predicted nucleotide variation
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in the absence of hard sweeps. Removing effects of hard sweeps may also result in a
weaker correlation between neutral variation and recombination. If background
selection and/or soft sweeps have detectable effects on neutral variation, we expect that
the correlation between neutral variation and recombination rate in the absence of hard
sweeps will be positive but weaker than the correlation in the presence of hard sweeps.
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Table 3: Neutral diversity (fourfold degenerate site π) regressed onto local
recombination rate. This relationship is shown for all loci and for the subset of loci
with no fixed differences (D. pseudoobscura vs D. miranda) derived in D.
pseudoobscura

Chromosome 2

All Loci:
Gene Count
2173

All Loci:
Correlation
0.22, p=2.2x10-16

No Sweeps:
Gene Count
75

No Sweeps:
Correlation
0.18, p=0.12

Chromosome XR

1086

0.15, p=5x10-7

28

0.13, p=0.52

Chromosome

When we examine the correlation between diversity within D. pseudoobscura and
recombination rate at loci less likely to have experienced hard sweeps on chromosome 2
and the X chromosome (Figure 4), the association does not appear dramatically different
from the full set of loci. For both X and autosomal loci, slope of the regression line of
fourfold degenerate site π against local recombination rate did not differ significantly
between the full set of loci and the subset of loci without hard sweeps (ANCOVA:
p=0.74 for chromosome 2; p=0.63 for chromosome XR). However, the y-intercept was
higher for the set of loci without hard sweeps (ANCOVA: p<0.0001 for chromosome 2;
p<0.001 for chromosome XR). This contrast indicates an overall higher level of neutral
variation in the absence of potential recent hard sweeps. Both chromosomes also exhibit
a weaker correlation (Table 3) between fourfold degenerate site π and recombination
rate in the set of loci without fixed differences compared to the full set of loci, indicating
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that the correlation between neutral variation and recombination is stronger in the
presence of hard sweeps, though this difference is possibly a result of small sample size.
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Figure 4: Neutral variation and recombination rate with and without hard
sweeps. The relationship between neutral diversity (assessed using π at fourfold
degenerate sites) and recombination rate is shown for D. pseudoobscura’s
chromosome XR (top) and chromosome 2 (bottom).

We compared the observed outcomes for each chromosome to the range of
possible outcomes for any random subset of loci. By randomly resampling from the full
set of genes from each chromosome, we find that the difference in variance explained
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between the full set and the set without the effects of sweeps could easily result from
sampling. The association between neutral variation and recombination in the set of loci
without sweeps falls close to the median within the distribution of randomly selected
sets of loci (Figure 5), though the reduction in y-intercept is statistically significant, as
discussed above. This observation suggests that, while there is a trend in the predicted
direction, effects of selection on linked neutral variation in the set of loci without hard
sweeps are not dramatically different from the effects of linked selection across each
chromosome as a whole. However, because the strength of the correlation of
recombination rate to diversity in the subset of genes without recent hard sweeps is not
significantly different from zero (Table 3), we cannot firmly conclude that removing the
effects of hard sweeps does not drastically change the relationship between neutral
diversity and recombination rates.
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Figure 5: The distribution of correlation coefficients. 10,000 sets of genes were
randomly sampled from the full set of loci from chromosome 2 and chromosome XR.
Each of these sets contained the same number of genes as the set of loci with no hard
sweeps for that chromosome (75 genes for chromosome 2 and 28 for chromosome XR).
We tested for correlation between fourfold degenerate site π and recombination rate
in each random sample. The red triangle indicates where set of loci with no hard
sweeps falls within the distribution of correlation coefficients for all loci.

2.4 Discussion
Here, we present a strategy for empirically examining the effects of linked
selection via background selection and soft sweeps on within-species patterns of genetic
diversity using a strategy that reduces obfuscation by recent hard sweeps. We
demonstrate how this strategy can be applied to sister taxa. A screen for fixed
differences between species can identify which loci potentially may have experienced
recent hard sweeps. Even in species pairs where a high percentage of loci contain fixed
differences between species, we apply a simple parsimony argument to determine
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which lineage likely experienced the selective sweep. This method can be applied to any
pair of diverging taxa where sequence data is available, and the taxa are sufficiently
similar at the nucleotide level to allow for direct comparison of coding sequences.
That said, our approach has several important limitations. It is perhaps
conservative in that it excludes all genes with fixed differences, even though many of
these loci may be affected by background selection or soft sweeps, and several may in
fact have never experienced a hard sweep. In fact, because background selection
decreases the effective population size (Ne) at a locus and increases the relative effect of
drift, fixed differences are likely to arise under the influence of background selection.
Additionally, we cannot exclude that ancient hard sweeps, predating the split of the two
species, may have long-lasting effects on neutral diversity that still contribute to the
association between recombination and diversity. Under an infinite alleles model,
recovery of heterozygosity after a sweep occurs in a far shorter time frame than the
divergence time between D. pseudoobscura and D. miranda, but it is unclear how this
translates to recovery of π across the span of a gene. Further, we cannot definitively
exclude effects from hard sweeps that occurred beyond the untranslated regions of the
genes studied. Though LD decays rapidly in Drosophila, even in regions of low
recombination (Langley et al. 2000), it is difficult to exclude to possibility that LD within
a gene may have been affected by a strong or recent sweep in a very nearby region.
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Despite its limitations, our approach provides a strategy for examining how
selection reduces linked neutral variation after minimizing possible effects of recent
hard sweeps. In D. pseudoobscura, the association between neutral diversity and
recombination rate is particularly apparent among autosomal loci, where linkage is
stronger due to a lower effective recombination rate compared to the X chromosome.
The observed patterns of nucleotide variation compared to local recombination rate
match the prediction that loci without hard sweeps have higher overall neutral
variation, but a weaker correlation between neutral variation and recombination rate.
This approach provides a new method for gathering empirical support for the
theoretical work suggesting that multiple types of linked selection act to affect patterns
of variation throughout Drosophila genomes.
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3. Pervasive gene conversion in chromosomal inversion
heterozygotes
Published as: Korunes, K.L. and Noor, M.A.F. (2018). Pervasive gene conversion in
chromosomal inversion heterozygotes. Molecular Ecology. doi.org/10.1111/mec.14921

3.1 Introduction
Chromosomal inversions influence meiotic recombination and can shape how
populations evolve and how new species arise. In heterokaryotypes, inversions can
dramatically alter crossing over both by reducing the recovery of crossover products in
inverted regions and by increasing crossover rates on other chromosomes through the
interchromosomal effect (Schultz & Redfield 1951). Reduction in crossing over in
heterokaryotypes can help maintain haplotypes in linkage-disequilibrium (LD), which
affects local adaptation, speciation, and the persistence of hybridizing species (e.g., Noor
et al. 2001b; Hoffmann & Rieseberg 2008; Fishman et al. 2013; Kirkpatrick & Barrett 2015).
Inversions are often associated with locally adapted alleles in natural
populations, and genetic differences between hybridizing populations may be more
likely to persist when recombination barriers help maintain LD (see reviews in
Hoffmann & Rieseberg 2008; Kirkpatrick 2017). While many studies document the
effects of inversions on crossing over, less is known about effects of inversions on noncrossover gene conversion. Non-crossover gene conversion is a distinct form of
recombination with its own unique evolutionary implications (reviewed in Korunes &
Noor 2017). Understanding the prevalence, distribution, and size of gene conversion
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events, particularly in heterokaryotypes, is necessary for understanding how
recombination shuffles alleles and affects evolutionary processes such as gene flow.
Chromosomal rearrangements can affect chromosome pairing during meiosis in
individuals that are heterozygous for such arrangements. Even when rearranged
chromosomes pair successfully and recombination initiates normally, the outcomes of
recombination are affected (Gong et al. 2005). When double strand breaks (DSBs) initiate
homologous recombination, possible outcomes include crossing over and non-crossover
gene conversion (Figure 6). Individuals that are heterokaryotypic for inversions
experience reduced recovery of recombinants from crossing over, since single crossovers
within paracentric inversions can yield inviable acentric and dicentric products. Double
crossovers within inversions yield viable chromosomes, but evidence suggests that
double crossover rates within inversions are lower than rates in homokaryotypes or in
collinear regions that are several megabases away from an inversion (Levine 1956; Ishii
& Charlesworth 1977; Stump et al. 2007; Stevison et al. 2011; Manzano-Winkler 2015).
Further, double crossovers are unlikely to occur near inversion breakpoints (Navarro et
al. 1997). In contrast to crossing over, gene conversion copies a homologous piece of
template DNA at the site of the DSB, resulting in a non-reciprocal exchange of DNA, and
may have very different properties with respect to inversions (see below).
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Figure 6: Outcomes of recombination within inverted regions. (A) During
meiosis, chromosomes of an inversion heterozygote form an inversion loop, and
consequences of recombination in the inverted region (B) include single crossovers
(inviable products), double crossovers, and gene conversion.
Gene conversion can occur in genomic regions where meiotic recombination is
otherwise suppressed, including centromeric regions (Liebman et al. 1988; Shi et al. 2010;
Talbert & Henikoff 2010; Miller et al. 2016) and near other recombination events
(Mancera et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2016). Gene conversion may also occur throughout
inverted regions in heterokaryotypes, as suggested by within-species population genetic
data and LD-based estimates of the frequency of gene conversion within inversions
(Rozas & Aguadé 1994; Schaeffer & Anderson 2005; Nóbrega et al. 2008). However, LDbased estimates of gene conversion are necessarily complicated by various assumptions
(see Betrán et al. 1997). The occurrence of gene conversion in inverted regions is further
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supported by limited direct empirical assessments, such as Chovnick's (1973) study of
the rosy locus in Drosophila melanogaster, which showed that gene conversion occurs at
similar levels within and outside of an inversion. A recent within-species analysis of
heterokaryotypes in D. melanogaster suggests that gene conversion rates may even
increase within inversions (Crown et al. 2018). The pervasiveness of gene conversion in
areas where crossovers are rare indicates that, despite the redistribution of crossing over
in inversion heterozygotes, gene conversion may still work to degrade LD throughout
inverted regions.
In addition to potentially happening more homogeneously across the genome
than crossing over, gene conversions have other properties that differentiate their
evolutionary effects. First, the tracts copied by gene conversion are short, typically not
more than a few thousand nucleotides at the longest (Liskay et al. 1987; Judd & Petes
1988; Waldman & Liskay 1988; Jeffreys & May 2004), while crossovers often result in
megabase-scale exchanges of sequences. Second, unlike crossing over, if gene conversion
occurs in a heterozygous stretch of DNA, it also alters allele frequencies by overwriting
one allele with another and can subsequently result in a non-Mendelian 3:1 segregation
of alleles. Thus, gene conversion is unique in its immediate effects on nucleotide
diversity.
The long-term consequences of gene conversions include the erosion of genetic
differentiation between distinct hybridizing populations or species. Inversions are often
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invoked as facilitators of speciation, species persistence, and adaptation in the face of
hybridization (e.g., Noor et al. 2001b; Hoffmann & Rieseberg 2008; Fishman et al. 2013;
Kirkpatrick & Barrett 2015). Despite the recombination-suppressing effects of inversions,
theory and limited empirical evidence suggest that gene conversion has the potential to
erode inversions' effects as barriers to recombination over the long-term (Navarro et al.
1997; Andolfatto & Nordborg 1998; Schaeffer & Anderson 2005; Feder & Nosil 2009). If
gene conversion rates are sufficiently high and not suppressed by inversions, then the
reality of how inversions contribute to maintaining genetic differentiation between
species may be quite complex. The recent analysis by Crown et al. observed increased
rates of gene conversion in inversions compared to collinear regions (Crown et al. 2018),
but this has not yet been studied in an interspecies cross. To our knowledge, no one has
examined empirically the extent to which genetic exchange via gene conversion occurs
in interspecies hybrids differing by chromosomal inversions. Although the results of
Crown et al. (2018) suggest that such gene conversion may be common in such inverted
regions, interspecies hybrids often exhibit greater sequence divergence between
recombining homologs, and this divergence may decrease the efficiency of
recombination (Liskay et al. 1987; Chen et al. 2007). Recombinant genotypes resulting
from gene conversion may also be eliminated by natural selection when inversions keep
locally adaptive alleles in LD. Through genome-wide analyses of gene conversion, we
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can now evaluate the extent of recombination to a greater resolution and discuss how
resulting genetic exchange contributes to evolutionary processes.
In this study, we assess rates of gene conversion to examine the efficacy of
chromosomal inversions as barriers to recombination in a model system: Drosophila
pseudoobscura and D. persimilis. We examine gene conversion within rearrangements that
differ between these species and within rearrangements that continue to segregate
within species. D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis differ by fixed inversions on
chromosome 2 and on the left arm of the X chromosome (each approximately 7 Mb). The
divergence times for these fixed inversions are about 1.55 and 1.65 MYA, respectively,
which predates the species divergence (Fuller et al. 2018b). There is a nearly-fixed
inversion difference (approximately 12 mb in size) on the right arm of the X, and
chromosome 3 contains inversion polymorphisms in both species. The inversion on the
right arm of the X chromosome diverged from its ancestral arrangement about 1.4 MYA,
and the chromosome 3 inversion (“Pikes Peak”) utilized in this study is dated at about
0.75 MY (Fuller et al. 2018b). These inversions provide a system in which chromosomal
rearrangements differentiate a significant portion of the ~150 mb genomes of this species
pair. Evidence supports the hypothesis that these species persist as distinct at least in
part due to reproductive barriers associated with chromosomal inversions. Indeed,
nearly all reproductive barriers to gene flow between these species map to the inverted
regions (Noor et al. 2001a; b). Ongoing hybridization in wild populations occurs at a rate
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of ~0.0001 per generation (Dobzhansky 1973; Powell 1983), resulting in gene flow, which
is detectable in statistical analyses of polymorphism data (Machado & Hey 2003; Hey &
Nielsen 2004). DNA sequence divergence is on average higher in inverted regions than
in collinear regions (see Appendix B - Table 9; Machado et al. 2007; Noor et al. 2007;
Kulathinal et al. 2009; McGaugh & Noor 2012), and the divergence of collinear regions is
lower between sympatric populations than allopatric populations (Kulathinal et al.
2009). Within species, D. pseudoobscura has over 30 arrangements of chromosome 3
(Dobzhansky & Epling 1944; Powell 1992). The genes within these chromosome 3
inversions are likely under selection, as the arrangement frequencies form geographic
clines and exhibit seasonal variation (Dobzhansky 1943, 1948). Together, the attributes of
these species and their history as a model for the study of speciation make the D.
pseudoobscura / D. persimilis system an ideal model for the study of gene exchange in
inverted regions and its evolutionary consequences. This system provides an
opportunity to examine the permeability of different genetic regions to recombination
via gene conversion.
Here, we harness the D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis model system to obtain
the first direct empirical data on rates of gene conversion with respect to chromosomal
inversions in species hybrids. Using single-generation crosses allows us to resolve
recombination after a single meiosis, revealing individual gene conversion events. We
present our analyses of the size, distribution, frequency, and characteristics of gene
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conversion throughout the genomes of both intra- and interspecies crosses, which
provide both homokaryotypic and heterokaryptypic chromosomes. We assess whether
the rate of gene conversion varies between differing genomic regions: inside vs outside
inversions, near inversion breakpoints, and in regions of differing sequence divergence
(Table 4). By addressing gene conversion, this study contributes to the development of a
more complete and complex picture of the role that inversions play in population
genetics.
Table 4: Questions addressed by this study
Question

Dataset

1. Is gene conversion more likely to
happen between haplotypes in
regions with lower sequence
divergence?

Local sequence divergence measured in
1000 bp windows surrounding gene
conversion events compared to a control
set of genomic windows.

2. Does gene conversion occur within
inverted regions?

Whole genome sequencing of two
heterokaryotypic crosses, with a total of 5
inversions.

3. Are gene conversions observed at
similar rates within inversions
compared to collinear regions?

Analysis of the converted proportion of
filtered SNPs and maximum likelihood
estimation of the rate and tract length.

4. Do the regions surrounding
observed gene conversions exhibit
patterns in GC content or motif
enrichment?

GC content and motif presence in 1000 bp
windows surrounding gene conversion
events compared to a control set of
genomic windows.

5. Does GC-biased gene conversion
shape gene conversion in this
system?

Direction of gene conversion in AT/GC
heterozygotes.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Strains and crosses
To assess gene conversion within various karyotypes, we generated one
interspecies cross and two intraspecies crosses. We used three inbred lines of D.
pseudoobscura (PP1137, PP1134, and MSH177), and one line of D. persimilis (MSH1993).
The Pikes Peak (PP) inversion segregates on chromosome 3, and PP1137 and PP1134 are
homozygous for this inversion. PP1137 and PP1134 were both originally collected from
Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge, San Antonio, NM in 2006. The MSH177
line and the D. persimilis MSH1993 line were derived from flies originally collected from
Mount St. Helena, CA (MSH), and both are homozygous for the standard inversion
arrangement of chromosome 3. In each cross, a PP1137 individual was crossed to the
other strain, and a female F1 was then backcrossed to a PP1137 male (Figure 7A). The
resulting three crosses had the following karyotypes: PP1137xPP1134 had the same
karyotype on all chromosomes; PP1137xMSH177 was heterokaryotypic only on
chromosome 3; and PP1137xMSH1993 (the interspecies cross) was heterokaryotypic on
chromosome 2, chromosome 3, and both arms of the X chromosome (Figure 7B and C;
Appendix B - Table 10 for breakpoint coordinates). All heterokaryotypic chromosome
arms differ by a single inversion step only. Ten offspring were sequenced from each of
the three crosses, including 6 females and 4 males from PP1137xPP1134; 5 females and 5
males from PP1137xMSH177; and 6 females and 4 males from PP1137xMSH1993.
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Figure 7: Cross design and inversion system. (A) For each of the 3 crosses, a
PP1137 individual was crossed to another strain (either PP1134, MSH177, or
MSH1993), and a female F1 was then backcrossed to PP1137. The karyotypes present
in the resulting crosses are summarized with inverted regions highlighted in orange
for the PP1137 x MSH177 cross (B), which was heterokaryotypic on chromosome 3,
and for the interspecies cross (C), which was heterokaryotypic on chromosome 2,
chromosome 3, and both arms of the X chromosome. PP1137 x PP1134 had the same
karyotype on all chromosomes.
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3.2.2 Genome alignment and SNP calling
Scripts used for genome alignment, SNP calling, and identification of gene
conversion are available on GitHub
(https://github.com/kkorunes/2018_GeneConversion_Pipeline). For each of the three
single-pair crosses, we obtained whole-genome sequences at an average coverage of 20X
from one grandparent, both parents, and 10 F2 offspring. Library preparation and
sequencing (Illumina HiSeq 100-bp paired end) was performed by the High-Throughput
Sequencing Facility at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. All genome
alignments were performed using bwa v0.7.5 with default parameters (Li & Durbin
2009). The PP1137 genome (SRA experiment SRX091311) was aligned to the FlyBase D.
pseudoobscura reference genome v3.04 (Gramates et al. 2017) to generate the PP1137
reference genome used for all subsequent alignments, and all coordinates are reported
with respect to this assembly. D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis are closely related, and
alignment of D. persimilis line MSH1993 (SRR363439) covers over 95% of positions in our
PP1137 reference. The similarity between the species allows for alignment of D. persimilis
individuals and D. pseudoobscura x D. persimilis hybrids to the PP1137 reference. To
assess the physical location of observed gene conversions, we used the contig order and
orientation previously inferred from genetic and physical maps (Schaeffer et al. 2008). To
assess gene conversion inside vs outside inverted regions, we used previously published
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breakpoints (Appendix B - Table 10) for chromosome 3 (Fuller et al. 2017), chromosome
2, and the X chromosome (Machado et al. 2007).
All sequencing data from the above crosses were aligned to the assembled
PP1137 genome. SAMtools v1.4 was used to convert to BAM, sort, and index each
genome (Li et al. 2009). Picard was used to mark duplicates
(http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard), and the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) v3.8
was used for local realignment around indels, followed by SNP calling based on the
GATK Best Practices (DePristo et al. 2011; Van der Auwera et al. 2013). Only genotypes
with Phred quality scores >=30 were considered. The SNPs in the parent females were
subjected to the most stringent set of filters, since the parental SNPs identified in the
female F1s were used as the basis of tracking recombination in the offspring of each
cross. These F1 female SNPs were further filtered for depth and strand bias (excluding
sites with QualByDepth (QD) < 2.0, filtered Depth (DP) < 10, Qual < 30, FisherStrand (FS)
> 60, and StrandOddsRatio (SOR) > 3.0). SNPs called in the offspring (Figure 7A) were
filtered using the cutoff of DP<10 for all chromosomes in the females and for the
autosomes in the males. Since males are hemizygous for the X chromosome, any
heterozygous sites on male X chromosomes were discarded, along with any sites with
depth less than 5X. These criteria were chosen following confirmation of several putative
gene conversion tracts via PCR and Sanger sequencing parents and offspring (see
Appendix B - Table 11 for coordinates and primers and Appendix B - Figure 13 for an
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example). A custom Perl script was applied to add a flag to the filter column of any
offspring genotype where a grandparent or parent was unexpectedly heterozygous (i.e.,
the grandparents and the male parents).

3.2.3 Identification of gene conversion
After SNP-calling, custom scripts were used to scan the genomes for gene
conversion events. We excluded chromosomes 4 and 5 from these analyses due to poor
assembly quality: chromosome 4 is thought to be composed of 14 contigs averaging less
than 2 mb each, and chromosome 5 is thought to be composed of 30 contigs averaging
less than 0.5 mb each, with uncertain orientation (Schaeffer et al. 2008). Since the parent
female in each cross is an F1 of the two strains, every SNP identified in the parent female
represents a site that differs between the two strains of the cross. We used these
polymorphic sites identified in the parent females as the basis of tracking the inheritance
of alleles. In the absence of recombination, each chromosome should be either entirely
heterozygous or entirely homozygous, so deviations from this expectation represent
possible recombination events. To exclude potential double crossovers, we set an upper
limit of 10 kb between the unconverted SNPs flanking a putative gene conversion.
Recombination events flanked by SNPs less than 10 kb apart are expected to be gene
conversion events and not double crossovers, given the expected size range of gene
conversion (Judd & Petes 1988; Waldman & Liskay 1988; Jeffreys & May 2004; Schaeffer
& Anderson 2005; Miller et al. 2016) and the effect of crossover interference, which
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results in the wide spacing of crossovers on the same chromosome (Sturtevant 1913,
1915; Stevison & Noor 2010). For the hemizygous X chromosomes in the males, loci
where the inherited allele switched from one parent of origin to the other and back were
flagged as putative gene conversion events. For the autosomes and the female X
chromosomes, the same logic was applied, except we scanned for loci where the
offspring switched from one parent of origin to both parents and back to a single parent
(i.e., heterozygosity in an otherwise homozygous background). Scanning for gene
conversion events where focal sites are heterozygous according to our pipeline is a more
conservative approach than scanning for homozygous sites on a heterozygous
background, since whole-genome sequencing cannot inform us whether sequencing
biases or insufficient coverage led to the sequencing of only one allele. Only loci with a
SNP in the female F1 and a reference allele in the male parent were considered as
possible sites of gene conversion, and we required that the alternate allele be supported
by at least 3 reads, which must represent at least 25% of total number of reads. Again,
these criteria were chosen following confirmation of a subset of the loci via PCR and
Sanger sequencing (Appendix B - Table 11). These methods are designed to identify
putative non-crossover gene conversion events and are not directed at identifying
crossovers or crossover-associated gene conversion.
After identifying putative gene conversions, we performed several additional
filtering steps and quality checks. We filtered any candidates that occurred within a 5 bp
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window on either side of an indel identified in the parent female, since we found indels
to be a frequent source of error. Each putative gene conversion was individually
examined for accuracy of genotypes using Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) v2.4.8 to
view the reads and SNP calls for the parents and offspring at the locus of each
conversion (Robinson et al. 2011; Thorvaldsdottir et al. 2013). Only visually confirmed
putative gene conversions were used in subsequent analyses and reported in gene
conversion rates.

3.2.4 Gene conversion rate and tract length
To assess rates of gene conversion, we corrected for the proportion of the genome
in which we had the power to detect gene conversion. To calculate the proportion of
SNPs that were observed to be converted (Converted SNPs / Total SNPs), we
determined the denominator using only SNPs that met all filtering criteria used in the
gene conversion identification pipeline. As a complementary approach for assessing the
rate of gene conversion, we applied the maximum-likelihood method described by
Miller et al. (2012) to consider the distribution of the distances separating unconverted
SNPs and estimate the average tract length and the rate of DSBs fated to be gene
conversions (Miller et al. 2012, 2016). It is important to note the distinction between the
rate of DSBs fated to be gene conversions and the proportion of nucleotides converted
per generation. The latter accounts for the tract length of each event to give the
proportion of converted sites per genome per generation (see Results). We used this
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maximum-likelihood approach (as per Miller et al. 2012, 2016) to jointly estimate tract
length and the rate of gene conversion occurrence by considering tract lengths of 100–
500 bp (in increments of 10 bp) and DSB rates ranging from 1 x 10-8 to 3 x 10-7 gene
conversion events/bp/gen to identify a local maximum. We then performed additional
trials in smaller increments to find the precise local maximum. Due to the differences in
our gene conversion detection strategy, we performed this analysis for the hemizygous
male X chromosome data, and then we separately analyzed the autosomal chromosomes
plus the female X chromosome.

3.2.5 Local sequence divergence and composition
To determine whether gene conversion is associated with local sequence
divergence, we calculated divergence in the 1000 bp surrounding each conversion event
(500 bp in each direction). We measured divergence using p-distance, the proportion of
sites at which two sequences differ: p = nd/n, where nd is the number of different
nucleotides, and n is the total number of examined nucleotides (Nei & Kumar 2000). We
then took a random sample of 10,000 unconverted SNPs and their flanking 1000 bp from
each cross. These 10,000 control regions surrounding unconverted SNPs passed all
filtering criteria used for identifying converted SNPs. We quantified differentiation in
the control regions using SNPs identified between PP1137 and the other strain of each
cross: PP1134, MSH177, and MSH1993. For MSH1993 and PP1134, the genomes available
on SRA were used for SNP calling following the same sequence analysis protocol as
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above (SRX104992 and SRX091323), and for MSH177 we used the male grandparent (20X
coverage) of that cross. A Mann-Whitney U test was used to test for differences in the
distribution of sequence divergence observed in sampled converted and unconverted
regions.
We used a similar strategy to assess the GC content surrounding gene conversion
events. We calculated GC content in the 1000 bp surrounding each gene conversion
event (500 bp in each direction), and we sampled 10,000 random, unconverted 1000 bp
tracts from each cross. Again, a Mann-Whitney U test was applied to test for differences
in the distribution of GC content observed in sampled converted and control regions. To
test whether AT-to-GC gene conversions and GC-to-AT gene conversions occurred
equally in our dataset, we compared the ratio of the observed gene conversions (AT-toGC/GC-to-AT), where the null expectation is a 1:1 ratio. We used only informative
converted positions where there was the opportunity for an AT-to-GC or GC-to-AT gene
conversion due to the female parent being an AT/GC heterozygote. Using informative
gene conversion tracts (47 out of the 71 gene conversion tracts), we compared the ratio of
AT-to-GC/GC-to-AT using a binomial sign test. The parental genotypes and
transmission directionality for each gene conversion are included in Appendix B - Table
14.
We also examined the composition of the local regions surrounding gene
conversion by checking for overlapping gene annotations using FlyBase and searching
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for motifs using MEME (Bailey et al. 2009). To identify overlap between gene conversion
tracts and D. pseudoobscura gene annotations in FlyBase, we determined the maximum
possible tract length of each gene conversion event using the flanking, unconverted
SNPs. We compared the sequences of these tracts to the collection of D. pseudoobscura
gene spans using FlyBase’s BLAST function (see Appendix B - Table 15) for observed
overlap and the FlyBase gene symbols). To search for motifs, we used MEME to search
the 1000 bp surrounding unique gene conversion events for enrichment of motifs
between 6 bp and 12 bp in length. For putative motifs detected at a e-value < 0.05, we
used FIMO within the MEME suite (Grant et al. 2011) to search for enrichment of these
motifs in 1000 randomly selected control regions per cross, where no gene conversion
was detected.

3.3 Results
Among the 30 offspring examined across our three crosses, we observed 71 gene
conversion products. The observed locations (Figure 8 for their physical distribution,
Appendix B - Table 12 for all coordinates) and sizes of gene conversion tracts allow us to
assess how much exchange might occur in a single generation due to gene conversion.
We used two complementary methods to assess the probability of a nucleotide being
transferred via gene conversion in a single generation. First, we directly calculated the
proportion of converted sites out of the total observed SNPs for each cross. We found
the proportion of converted sites per genome per generation to be ~1 x 10-5 to ~2.5 x 10-5
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(Table 5). We also obtained a joint maximum-likelihood estimation of the average tract
length and the proportion of DSBs fated to resolve as gene conversions using the
method presented in Miller et al. (Miller et al. 2012, 2016). These two complementary
methods for assessing the proportion of converted sites per genome per generation both
account for the density of SNPs. The maximum likelihood method has the advantage of
considering the distribution of the distances separating unconverted SNPs, allowing for
an estimation of the average tract length and the rate of DSBs fated to be gene
conversions. On the other hand, the calculation of the proportion of SNPs that were
observed to be converted (Converted SNPs / Total SNPs) has the advantage of building
fewer assumptions into the estimate and potentially being less sensitive to biases due to
sample size, which may occur when analyzing subsets of the data such as inverted
regions.
The maximum likelihood analysis estimates the proportion of converted sites per
genome per generation to be in the range of 1.4 x 10-5 - 1.9 x 10-5, which is in agreement
with the proportion of converted sites out of the total observed SNPs (reported in Table
5). In the hemizygous male X chromosome, we had the power to detect gene conversion
where the inherited genotype switched from one parent of origin to the other in either
direction. The maximum-likelihood approach for the hemizygous X chromosome data
estimated a tract length of about 390 bp and a rate of gene conversion-fated DSBs of 3.7 x
10-8 gene conversion events/bp/gen. Together, the tract length and rate of gene
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conversion-fated DSBs suggest the proportion of converted sites per genome per
generation to be 1.4 x 10-5. Due to the methodological difference in gene conversion
detection, we separately analyzed the autosomes along with the female X chromosomes.
In these data, the maximum likelihood estimation of the tract length was 188 bp and the
rate of gene conversion-fated DSBs was 4.94 x 10-8 events/bp/gen. Since we searched for
gene conversion in only one direction in these data (heterozygous converted SNPs in
otherwise homozygous regions), the product of the tract length and twice the estimated
rate of gene conversion-fated DSBs gives the estimated proportion of converted sites per
genome per generation: 1.9 x 10-5. As expected, this rate is very similar to the rate of 1.4 x
10-5 observed for the hemizygous male X chromosome. The rates presented here (~1 x 105

to ~2.5 x 10-5) are comparable to rates observed in D. melanogaster, where the proportion

of converted sites per genome per generation likely falls in the range of 9.3 x 10-6 to 1.3 x
10-5 (Blanton et al. 2005; Miller et al. 2012, 2016).
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Figure 8: The physical distribution of observed gene conversions. The
examined chromosomes are shown in grey with centromere positions shown in black.
Inversions are represented with dashed boxes and the approximate relative location
of each gene conversion is represented with a dot, colored according to the cross. The
interspecies cross was heterokaryotypic on chromosome 2, chromosome 3, and both
arms (XL and XR) of the X chromosome. Dashed blue boxes indicate the positions of
the inverted regions in the interspecies cross, and blue dots indicate the positions of
observed gene conversion tracts in this cross. The inversion on chromosome 3 was
also heterokaryotypic in the PP1137 x MSH177 intraspecies cross (inversion shown
with blue and green dashed box), and green dots represent the conversion positions
in this cross. PP1137 x PP1134 (grey dots) was homokaryotypic.

Table 5: Observed gene conversions and rates. Each row represents one of the
three experimental crosses. PP1137 x MSH1993 is the interspecies cross, PP1137 x
MSH177 is the within-species heterokaryotypic cross, and PP1137 x PP1134 is the
within-species homokaryotypic cross.
Conversions by Region
Cross

Inverted Collinear Total

SNPs by Region
Inverted

Collinear

Rate (Converted/Total SNPs)
Total

Inverted Collinear

Total

PP1137x
MSH1993

11

10

21

815935

1110886

1926821 1.35E-05 9.00E-06 1.09E-05

PP1137x
MSH177

11

23

34

351039

2972519

3323558 3.13E-05 7.74E-06 1.02E-05

PP1137x
PP1134

na

16

16

na

632503

632503
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na

2.53E-05 2.53E-05

3.3.1 Gene conversion and sequence divergence
Recombination may be less frequent between more divergent sequences (Liskay
et al. 1987; Chen et al. 2007). The effects of local sequence divergence on gene conversion
may contribute to how inversions influence rates of genetic exchange, as inversions that
are involved in local adaption or speciation often accumulate genetic differences faster
than collinear regions. In this system, sequence divergence in inverted regions is on
average higher than in collinear regions (Appendix B - Table 9; Machado et al. 2007;
Noor et al. 2007; Kulathinal et al. 2009; McGaugh & Noor 2012). To test whether gene
conversion is affected by local sequence divergence, we used the 1000 bp regions
surrounding gene conversion events to examine the number of SNPs differentiating the
pair of strains involved in each cross. We compared average divergence in the regions
surrounding converted SNPs to the distribution of divergence between the strains of
each cross in random regions (Figure 9A). Taking the results from all the crosses
together, we observed significantly lower local divergence in the regions surrounding
gene conversions (p = 0.02, Fisher’s method for combining probabilities (Fisher 1954,
Sect 21.1)). The association of gene conversion with regions of lower local sequence
divergence suggests that rates of gene conversion may be expected to be lower in more
divergent sequences, such as within inverted regions compared to collinear regions.
However, our observed gene conversion rates in more divergent inverted regions were
at least as high as in less divergent collinear regions (see below). Together, these results
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suggest that local sequence divergence may negatively affect gene conversion rates, but
gene conversion rates are driven by the interaction of multiple factors and cannot be
predicted by local divergence alone.

Figure 9: Local sequence divergence and GC content surrounding gene
conversions. In (A), the green boxplots represent local sequence divergence in the
1000 bp windows surrounding gene conversions. The blue boxplots represent local
sequence divergence in 10,000 randomly selected 1000 bp windows where no gene
conversion was observed. Results are shown for the three crosses: PP1137 x PP1134
(p=0.01), PP1137 x MSH177 (p=0.19), and PP1137 x MSH1993 (p=0.26). (B) shows GC
content in the 1000 bp windows surrounding gene conversions (green) and the GC
content of 10,000 randomly selected 1000 bp windows (blue) where no gene
conversion was observed. Again, results are shown for the 3 crosses: PP1137 x PP1134
(p=0.37), PP1137 x MSH177 (p=0.21), and PP1137 x MSH1993 (p=0.02).
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3.3.2 Species hybrids experience gene conversion within inversions
and near breakpoints
The interspecies cross (PP1137 x MSH1993) presented in this study provides the
first direct empirical observation of gene conversion within inverted regions of species
hybrids. In this interspecies cross and in the within-species heterokaryotypic cross
(PP1137 x MSH177), we observed gene conversion in both inverted and collinear
regions. These data provide direct evidence in support of the idea that inversions do not
completely suppress recombination and may have no suppressing effects on gene
conversion specifically (Chovnick 1973; Rozas & Aguadé 1994; Schaeffer & Anderson
2005; Nóbrega et al. 2008). Unlike crossing over, which is dramatically suppressed within
inversions, gene conversion rates in the examined crosses are at least as high within
inversions as within collinear regions. In fact, our data suggest that rates within
inversions may be higher than within collinear regions within each cross examined
(Table 5), though this is not statistically significant (p = 0.35, Fisher’s method for
combining probabilities (Fisher 1954, Sect 21.1)). Even outside of inverted regions, the
breakpoints of inversions are known to suppress crossing over, so we looked for
evidence of suppression of gene conversions near breakpoints. In total, we observed 3
gene conversion events within 1 mb of a breakpoint. This number of events was not
noticeably lower than the number of events observed in similarly sized regions more
centrally within inversions or far outside inversions (Appendix B - Table 13). The closest
of these gene conversions was about 37 kb from the nearest inversion breakpoint, inside
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the inversion. All distances of detected conversions from breakpoints are in Appendix B
- Table 12.

3.3.3 Recovery of pre-meiotic germ line events
We recovered 17 loci where a gene conversion was observed at the same locus in
more than one offspring. This observation is consistent with mitotic gene conversion
occurring in a germ-line precursor. These gene conversions were all shared within
crosses; i.e., no SNP was converted in multiple crosses, as one might expect in the case of
a gene conversion “hotspot” driving meiotic gene conversion at a locus. An alternate
explanation for the origin of these events are de novo mutations. While this possibility
cannot be excluded, it is unlikely that a de novo mutation would occur at the precise
position of the parental SNP and match the genotype present in the other parent. When
we validated a subset of our putative gene conversions with Sanger sequencing, we
included several of these loci. See Appendix B - Figure 13 for an example of a validated
mitotic event, where the signature of gene conversion can be observed in multiple
offspring at the same locus. Altogether, although we observed 71 gene conversion
products among the offspring, these appeared to represent only 32 unique gene
conversion events.

3.3.4 Covariates and characteristics of gene conversion
To further explore the characteristics of the observed gene conversions and their
surrounding genomic regions, we assessed local GC content, GC-bias, and motif
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enrichment. GC content is positively associated with crossover rates in many taxa
including yeast, mammals, and Drosophila (Fullerton et al. 2001; Liu & Li 2008; Kiktev et
al. 2018). The local GC content in the regions surrounding our observed gene
conversions is slightly higher than the background GC content in each cross (Figure 9B;
p = 0.048, Fisher’s method for combining probabilities (Fisher 1954, Sect 21.1)). This
observation raises the question of whether GC content in this system is affected by
biased transmission of G and C alleles compared to A and T alleles when gene
conversion occurs at site that is AT/GC heterozygous. This bias is termed GC-biased
gene conversion and occurs widely in many taxa, including mammals, birds, and yeast
(Galtier et al. 2001; Webster et al. 2005, 2006; Lesecque et al. 2013; Glémin et al. 2015). We
compared the ratio of AT-to-GC gene conversion to GC-to-AT gene conversions (AT-toGC/GC-to-AT). The null expectation is a 1:1 ratio, while a ratio >1 would be consistent
with GC-biased gene conversion. We observed an excess of GC-to-AT gene conversions
in the set of 71 gene conversions: the ratio of AT-to-GC/GC-to-AT was 17:30 for the 47
AT/GC heterozygotes (see Appendix B - Table 14), p-value = 0.08, binomial sign test. The
directionality of this bias is opposite of the direction expected under GC-biased gene
conversion, and this excess of GC-to-AT gene conversions is consistent with other
results in Drosophila (Robinson et al. 2014).
Though other studies have reported crossover-associated motifs in
Drosophila (Kulathinal et al. 2008; Stevison & Noor 2010; Miller et al. 2012; Singh et al.
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2013), our search for motifs in the 1000 bp regions surrounding gene conversions did not
return convincing evidence that any motif is significantly enriched near our observed
gene conversion tracts. We detected six putative motifs that appear to be significantly
enriched in the gene conversion spans at a significance of e-value < 0.05:
GTGT[GC]TGTGTGT, TTT[TG]T[TG][GT]TTT[TG], CAGC[GA][GC]CAGC[AG]G,
GG[GA]GG[GC]GGGGGG, [GA]AG[AG]G[AG][GC]AGAGA, and
[AG][CA]AA[CA][AG][GA][CG]A[AG][CA]A. Each of these six motifs was present in
46-58% of our randomly sampled regions. This rate of occurrence in the background and
the low-complexity of the motifs suggests that they are not robustly associated with
gene conversion. However, sample size limits power to detect motifs, particularly if
multiple motifs are associated with gene conversion, and future studies may reveal
DNA motifs associated with gene conversion.

3.4 Discussion
The present study provides direct empirical evidence that gene conversion
occurs within inversions in species hybrids. These data support other lines of evidence
that gene conversion happens regularly within inversions (Chovnick 1973; Navarro et al.
1997; Schaeffer & Anderson 2005; Crown et al. 2018). By analyzing the rates and
characteristics of gene conversion, we can better understand the evolutionary effects of
this type of recombination. First, these data allow us to assess how much DNA sequence
may be affected by gene conversion in a generation, both genome-wide and within
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inversions. Our estimated gene conversion rates fall within the range of rates observed
in other species. Across taxa, conversion rates tend to be on the order of magnitude of
10-4 to 10-6 converted sites per genome per generation (Korunes & Noor 2017). Multiple
estimation methods using our data suggest a proportion of converted sites per genome
per generation of about 1 x 10-5 to 2 x 10-5 in Drosophila pseudoobscura. Our estimates of
average tract length ranged from 188-390 bp, which again falls within the range
observed in other studies. For example, in Drosophila, Miller et al. (2016) estimated a tract
length of 440 bp which suggests a rate of about 7.5 x 10-6 in D. melanogaster (440 bp x the
rate of gene conversion-fated DSBs: 1.7 x 10-8), and Schaeffer and Anderson (2005) gave a
conservative tract length estimate of 205 bp in D. pseudoobscura from LD-based data,
with a rate of 3.4 x 10-6. Here, we focus on gene conversion rates that have been corrected
for SNP-density to avoid bias caused by variation in sequencing coverage among
individuals and among chromosomes. Importantly, we did not observe gene
conversions on all chromosomes, but we do not claim this as evidence that no gene
conversions occurred. Variation in sequencing coverage and quality among individuals
limits us in analyzing how the gene conversion landscape varies among individuals.
Thus, the data presented here provide an important step towards understanding gene
conversion in hybridizing populations and species, and future studies are needed to add
greater resolution to this understanding and dissect the correlates of individual variation
in gene conversion rates and landscapes.
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3.4.1 Gene conversion is pervasive despite chromosomal
rearrangement and sequence divergence
Within inversions, the rates of gene conversion appear to be at least as high or
higher than rates in collinear regions. This observation is particularly striking because
gene conversions were observed in regions of lower local divergence compared to the
background (Figure 9A), but the inverted regions in D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis
exhibit higher sequence divergence on average compared to collinear regions (Table 9;
Kulathinal et al. 2009; Stevison et al. 2011; McGaugh & Noor 2012). The relatively high
rates of gene conversion within inversions despite greater sequence divergence may be
explained by the interchromosomal effect. In D. melanogaster inversion heterozygotes,
Crown et al. (2018) observed that an increase in crossovers on collinear chromosomes
accompanied an increase in gene conversion rates within inversions. The data presented
by Crown et al. (2018) suggest that the number of DSBs remains the same in
heterokaryotypes, but inversions alter the proportions of crossovers to gene conversions
on each chromosome, implicating the interchromosomal effect as a driver of increased
gene conversion within inversions. Our results are consistent with their hypothesis.

3.4.2 Meiotic vs. pre-germline mitotic gene conversion events
Unexpectedly, we observed both single meiotic gene conversions and mitotic
gene conversions that were shared among multiple offspring within a cross. When
considering changes in allele frequencies and sequence divergence over generations, a
mitotic gene conversion event may have a greater impact than a meiotic one because
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multiple offspring immediately inherit the converted tract. Each individual offspring
inheriting a mitotic gene conversion contributes to the next generation in a manner
equivalent to offspring with a single meiotic gene conversion event. LD-based estimates
of gene conversion likely include mitotic events, as these methods cannot distinguish
between meiotic gene conversion and mitotic gene conversion that enters the germ-line.

3.4.3 Emerging covariates and characteristics of gene conversion
One possible explanation for the association of gene conversion with GC content
relates to the observation that gene conversion seems to prone to occur in regions of low
divergence. Regions of low divergence may be relatively conserved due the presence of
coding regions, which tend to be GC rich compared to non-coding regions. Many of our
observed gene conversions do overlap with annotated gene spans (Appendix B - Table
15), indicating that this interaction between gene conversion and conserved genomic
regions may be an interesting area for future research. Another potential contributor to
the landscape of gene conversion is GC-biased gene conversion, which could increase
GC content in regions prone to gene conversion. An advantage of our single-generation
method over population-based methods is that we can use the parental alleles of each
gene conversion to see whether an AT-to-GC or GC-to-AT conversion occurred, rather
than inferring GC-biased gene conversion from polymorphism and divergence data.
Our results suggest that GC-biased gene conversion did not contribute to patterns of
transmission in the examined data. This result is consistent with other results that imply
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a lack of GC-biased gene conversion in Drosophila. Robinson et al. (2014) reported a
similar lack of evidence for GC-biased gene conversion based on the ratio of AT-toGC/GC-to-AT polymorphisms in D. melanogaster, which revealed a significant excess of
GC-to-AT. Thus, our results lend support to the previously reported population-based
inferences. Understanding how gene conversion contributes to genome evolution over
time will require future efforts to unravel patterns such as biased gene conversion and
the covariation of gene conversion with other genomic variables.

3.4.4 Relative effects of gene conversion and crossing over on decay
of differentiation in inverted regions
Though gene conversion occurs regularly within inversions, individual gene
conversion events affect relatively small segments of DNA. We estimate that gene
conversion tracts within this system tend to be 200-400 bp. A single gene conversion
event of 200-400 bp is unlikely to overlap important SNPs within a large inversion
spanning several megabases, even if the inversion contains multiple locally adapted loci.
If the gene conversion overwrites a locally-adapted allele, the recombinant offspring
may face a selective disadvantage. This hypothesis may explain why our observed rate
of gene conversion in a single generation is 3-6 times higher than the LD-based estimate
of 3.4 x 10-6 from Schaeffer and Anderson’s (2005) study of differing chromosomal
arrangements within D. pseudoobscura, particularly given these inversions are locally
adapted (see Fuller et al. 2018a). If an inversion is selected for its ability to keep locally
adapted alleles together, we would expect that double crossovers would be more
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deleterious compared to gene conversion, given that double crossovers involve much
larger stretches of DNA. Thus, gene conversion may be relatively more effective than
crossing over at diminishing genetic divergence outside of the locally adapted sites, but
double crossovers are more likely to immediately result in maladaptive combinations.
To assess the relative amount of recombination via gene conversion in inversions,
we must also consider the amount of recombination facilitated by double crossovers. A
screen of 9739 D. pseudoobscura x D. persimilis hybrids revealed just one double
recombinant within the 12 mb inversion on the right arm of the X chromosome (Stevison
et al. 2011). If the double crossover spanned roughly a megabase, the proportion of
exchanged sites per genome per generation would be 1/12 x 1/9739, or just under 1 x 10-5.
Double crossovers of this size would account for only slightly lower rates of exchange,
averaged per site per generation, than our estimated rate of gene conversion. The
balance tips in the favor of double crossovers outweighing the effects of gene conversion
when double crossovers are larger than 1 megabase. However, double crossover rates
are affected by the size of the inversion. Chromosomal inversions experience both
crossover interference (reviewed in Berchowitz & Copenhaver 2010) and crossover
suppression near inversion breakpoints, and these forces diminish the likelihood that
double crossovers will occur at all (or at best, constrain where they can occur) within
smaller inversions. In contrast, gene conversion occurs near inversion breakpoints, as we
observed a gene conversion as close as 37 kb from a breakpoint. Together with our direct
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observations of high gene conversion rates within inversions, our results provide direct
empirical support for the idea that gene conversion may dominate as the mechanism of
genetic exchange within smaller inversions (Navarro et al. 1997; Andolfatto & Nordborg
1998). As our understanding of gene conversion within inversions improves, we will be
able to assess the interaction of the effect of inversion length with other variables such as
inversion age and the rates and timing of migration. Assessing the time-scale at which
gene conversion affects genetic divergence will require in-depth population genetic
analyses that incorporate these variables.
To understand the relative contributions of these different outcomes of
recombination, we need to work towards more thoroughly developed theory that
incorporates analyses of migration rates, variation in gene conversion landscapes, and
variation in inversion characteristics such as length and age. The direct evidence that
gene conversion occurs within inversions shows that speciation facilitated by
chromosomal rearrangement may be more complex than often assumed. These results
reinforce the utility of models of gene flow within inversions that account for gene
conversion (e.g., Guerrero et al. 2012). Since some theoretical frameworks support the
idea that even a modest level of gene flow within a region can shape genetic
differentiation over generations (Navarro et al. 1997; Feder & Nosil 2009), neglecting the
role of gene conversion within inversions oversimplifies the role that inversions play in
genome evolution.
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4. Lies, damned lies, and (divergence) statistics: a reexamination of recent gene exchange between
Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. persimilis
4.1 Introduction
Divergence and speciation sometimes occur in the presence of gene exchange
between taxa. It has been estimated that over 10% of animal species hybridize and
exchange genes with related species (Mallet 2005). Understanding genetic exchange
between species gives us insights into the genetic processes underlying later stages of
the speciation continuum. Many approaches can be used to examine evidence for
introgression, including examining sympatric and allopatric populations to look for
differences in nucleotide divergence. Other available methods for characterizing gene
flow include model-based frameworks and examinations of differences in divergence
reflected in coalescence. Differences in coalescence are often observed between species in
regions where recombination is limited in hybrids, such as fixed chromosomal inversion
differences (Guerrero et al. 2012). When species differing by inversions hybridize, the
collinear genomic regions in hybrids can freely recombine, while inverted regions
experience limited recombination and often accumulate greater sequence differentiation
over generations. This process can lead to locally adapted traits and reproductive
isolating barriers mapping disproportionately to inverted regions (reviewed in Ayala &
Coluzzi 2005; Butlin 2005; Jackson 2011).
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Many studies examine the timing and frequency of gene exchange between
hybridizing species, with emphasis on the implications of patterns of divergence in
allopatric vs sympatric pairs and in regions of reduced recombination in hybrids.
However, different approaches sometimes yield distinct interpretations regarding the
presence or extent of introgression. Model-based approaches yield important insights
but are also limited in the scenarios that they consider and the assumptions they make
about population histories and evolutionary rates (reviewed in Payseur & Rieseberg
2016). Further, shared patterns of variation are often interpreted as evidence of ongoing
gene flow, but it has also been proposed that segregating ancestral polymorphism could
be primary, or even the sole, driver of these patterns (Fuller et al. 2018b). Fuller et al.
(2018b) recently discussed the possibility that ancestrally segregating inversions that sort
between species may provide a "head-start" in molecular divergence, possibly
predisposing them to harbor a disproportionate fraction of alleles associated with
species differences. Unlike models assuming homogenization of collinear regions via
post-speciation gene flow, this model predicts that young species that diverged in
allopatry may also exhibit higher divergence in inverted regions than collinear regions.
These models are not mutually exclusive: dynamics of the ancestral population as well
as post-speciation gene flow can shape patterns of variation between species.
Disentangling the effects of ancestral polymorphism from the effects of postspeciation gene flow is a fundamental puzzle in understanding speciation. To achieve a
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cohesive picture of how hybridization influences divergence and speciation, we need to
consider the approaches outlined above in a model system with extensive wholegenome sequence data to assess models and reconcile interpretations of possible signals
of introgression. The sister species pair Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. persimilis present
an ideal opportunity to dissect an evolutionary history of divergence nuanced by
multiple inversions, lineage sorting, and gene flow. Despite the rich history of work on
understanding speciation and divergence in D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis, there are
unresolved questions about the rates and timing of introgression between these species.
A few F1 hybrids of these species have been collected in the wild (Powell 1983) and
many previous studies have documented molecular evidence of introgression (Machado
et al. 2002; Machado & Hey 2003; Hey & Nielsen 2004; Fuller et al. 2018b). Inverted
regions between these species exhibit greater sequence differences than collinear
regions, and this pattern was previously inferred to result from introgression postspeciation. In the largest scale study, McGaugh and Noor (2012) used multiple genome
sequences of both species and an outgroup, and reinforced previous studies (e.g., Noor
et al. 2007) showing that the three chromosomal inversions differ in divergence time.
They inferred a "mixed mode geographic model" (Feder et al. 2011) with sporadic
periods of introgression during and after the times that the inversions spread. However,
recently, Fuller et al. (2018b) analyzed the Sex-Ratio inversion and argued the inversions
arose within a single ancestor species, differentially sorted into the descendant species,
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and no post-speciation gene flow is needed to explain observed patterns of nucleotide
variation(Fuller et al. 2018b). To fully understand the role of hybridization in the
speciation process, this model must be reconciled with the evidence for gene flow.
We acquired extensive whole-genome sequence data to re-explore patterns of
introgression and divergence in the Drosophila pseudoobscura / D. persimilis system. Here,
we discuss signals of possible introgression in the past 150,000 years since the split of the
allopatric D. pseudoobscura subspecies, D. pseudoobscura bogotana (D. p. bogotana), from
North American D. pseudoobscura (D. p. pseudoobscura) (Schaeffer & Miller 1991). We first
implement Patterson’s D-statistic to contrast the sympatric (D. p. pseudoobscura) and
allopatric (D. p. bogotana) subspecies in their similarity to D. persimilis. A similar analysis
of derived sites was presented a decade ago with limited sequences from only five
genomes representing four species (Kulathinal et al. 2009), so a reexamination is timely.
We also examine patterns of divergence in inverted regions compared to collinear
regions. It has been previously argued that recent post-speciation gene flow contributes
to the difference in coalescence time between inverted and collinear regions, observable
in the higher genetic similarity in collinear regions between D. persimilis and sympatric
D. p. pseudoobscura compared to similarity between D. persimilis and allopatric D. p.
bogotana.
Consistent with previous studies, we observe higher divergence between these
species in inverted than collinear regions, and our implementation of Patterson’s D98

statistic to contrast sympatric and allopatric subspecies of D. pseudoobscura in their
similarity to D. persimilis indicates very recent gene exchange in collinear regions.
Notably, divergence measures to D. persimilis are higher for allopatric than sympatric D.
pseudoobscura populations in both inverted and collinear regions. One possible
explanation for this pattern is extensive recent gene exchange throughout much of the
genome, even in inverted regions. However, after we correct for different evolutionary
rates in these populations, this pattern is dramatically reduced, indicating that recent
gene exchange, while statistically significant, had a negligible effect on overall sequence
divergence. We discuss these results in the context of the extensive past work towards
understanding divergence and speciation in this classic system. We find that some past
conclusions require re-evaluation, and we provide cautions for interpreting divergence
measures in similar datasets in other systems.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Genomic datasets
Whole-genome sequence data was analyzed from 19 D. p. pseudoobscura and 9 D.
persimilis individuals (all sequence data described in Appendix C - Table 17). We used
one D. p. bogotana genome for an allopatric point of comparison, and we used D. lowei as
an outgroup. D. lowei and D. pseudoobscura likely diverged 5-11 MYA (Beckenbach et al.
1993), and hybrids between these two species are sterile (Heed et al. 1969). Unlike North
American D. p. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis, D. p. bogotana harbors very little genetic
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diversity (Schaeffer & Miller 1991; Wang & Hey 1996; Machado et al. 2002), so a single
genome sequence was sufficient for our analyses. Scripts used for genome alignment,
SNP calling, and analyses are available on GitHub
(https://github.com/kkorunes/Dpseudoobscura_Introgression). To avoid biasing
identification of variants towards D. pseudoobscura, the D. miranda reference genome
assembly (DroMir2.2; GenBank assembly accession GCA_000269505.2) was chosen as
the reference for all subsequent alignments. D. miranda diverged from D. pseudoobscura
only within the past ~2 million years (Wang & Hey 1996), facilitating alignment of D.
pseudoobscura and D. persimilis genomes to the D. miranda genome assembly. Further, the
D. miranda reference was generated by mapping scaffolds to chromosomes using the D.
pseudoobscura FlyBase reference (Alekseyenko et al. 2013). Thus, the arrangement of the
assembled D. miranda chromosomes matched the arrangement of the D. pseudoobscura
contig order and arrangement described by Schaeffer et al. (2008), but with the
advantage of being assembled into 6 continuous chromosome arms.

4.2.2 Alignments and variant calling
To confirm the arrangement of D. pseudoobscura contigs with respect to the D.
miranda reference, each D. pseudoobscura chromosome was split into lengths of 1 Mb, and
these segments were aligned to the D. miranda reference using BWA-0.7.5a (Li & Durbin
2009). We then extracted the 2 kb regions surrounding published inversion breakpoints
to obtain the breakpoint locations in the coordinates of the D. miranda reference (see
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Appendix C - Table 16). After confirming that the arrangement of the assembled D.
miranda chromosomes matched the arrangement of the D. pseudoobscura contig order and
arrangement described by Schaeffer et al. (2008), all sequencing data were aligned to the
reference genome of D. miranda using BWA-0.7.5a (Li & Durbin 2009). Variants were
called used GATK v4 (McKenna et al. 2010; Van der Auwera et al. 2013) after using
Picard to mark adapters and duplicates (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard). SNPs
were filtered based on quality, excluding sites with QualByDepth (QD) < 2.0 ,
FisherStrand (FS) > 60, and StrandOddsRatio (SOR) > 3.0, MQ < 40, MQRankSum < -12.5,
ReadPosRankSum < -8.

4.2.3 Patterns of divergence
The resulting VCF files were then processed using PLINK (Purcell et al. 2007).
VCFs were converted to PLINK’s bed/bim format, keeping only sites that passed the
filters described above. SNPs were pruned for linkage disequilibrium in window sizes of
500 SNPs using the --indep-pairwise function of PLINK (“--indep-pairwise 500 50 0.2”)
before performing principal components analysis (PCA) using PLINK’s --pca function to
confirm the grouping of individuals within their respective species (Figure 14).
Admixtools was used to implement D-statistics (Patterson et al. 2012) using D. lowei as
on outgroup to polarize ancestral vs derived alleles. The convertf program of Admixtools
was used to convert PLINK ped files to Eigenstrat format, and then qpDstat was used to
obtain D-statistics for each chromosome. These four-population tests were of the form
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(((A,B), C), D), where A = D. p. bogotana, B = D. p. pseudoobscura, C = D. persimilis, and D =
D. lowei. We excluded chromosome 3 from these analyses because of confounding
factors from its inversion polymorphisms within species (Dobzhansky & Epling 1944;
Powell 1992).
Absolute divergence, Dxy, was calculated using custom scripts over fixed
window sizes of 500 kb. Dxy was calculated from variant and invariant sites after
subjecting SNPs to the filters described above and filtering invariant sites based on
depth (depth >= 10). Per-site depths for all sites were acquired from BAM files using
Samtools (“samtools depths -a <in>”) (Li et al. 2009). Similarly, for comparing single
pairs of sequences, we used the same parsing and filtering steps to calculate p-distance,
the proportion of sites at which two sequences differ: p = nd/n, where nd is the number of
different nucleotides, and n is the total number of examined nucleotides (Nei & Kumar
2000).

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Phylogeny does not fully explain observed shared nucleotide
variation
To contrast sympatric and allopatric subspecies of D. pseudoobscura in their
similarity to D. persimilis, we implemented Patterson’s D-statistic using the tree: (((D. p.
bogotana, D. p. pseudoobscura), D. persimilis), D. lowei))). Patterson’s D-statistic is an
implementation of ABBA-BABA, which uses parsimony informative sites to test whether
derived alleles (“B”) in D. persimilis are shared with D. p. bogotana or with D. p.
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pseudoobscura at equal frequencies. Derived alleles in D. persimilis may be shared with D.
p. pseudoobscura due to ancestral polymorphism, ancient gene flow (prior to the split of
the two D. pseudoobscura subspecies), recent gene flow (since the split of the two D.
pseudoobscura subspecies), or a combination of these factors. The null expectation is that
the two phylogeny-discordant patterns, ABBA and BABA, should be present equally if
ancestral polymorphism and ancient gene flow are the sole drivers of patterns of
divergence. Gene flow between D. p. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis since the split of the
two D. pseudoobscura subspecies (estimated at 150,000 years ago: Schaeffer & Miller 1991)
would promote an excess of ABBA over BABA patterns, particularly on freely
recombining chromosomes. Indeed, ABBA sites exceed BABA sites on all chromosomes
(Table 6), and chromosome 4 shows a significant excess of ABBA (|Z-score| >= 5),
suggesting that the phylogenetic relationship between these four taxa does not fully
explain the observed patterns of divergence and some very recent gene exchange has
occurred between the North American species.
Table 6: D-statistics. For each examined chromosome, the number of sites with
BABA and ABBA patterns are provided along with the total number of SNPs at sites
where all four populations have data. We considered a z-score of |z| >= 5 to be
significant.
Chromosome

D-Statistic

Chromosome 2
Chromosome 4
Chromosome XL
Chromosome XR

-0.0078
-0.0075
-0.0018
-0.0040

Standard
Error
0.0051
0.0012
0.0081
0.0042

Z-score
-1.551
-6.502
-0.222
-0.954
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BABA
Sites
17,287
20,438
7,193
10,185

ABBA
Sites
17,546
20,744
7,204
10,265

SNPs
2,991,378
2,642,197
1,729,611
2,085,972

4.3.2 Patterns of divergence in inverted vs collinear regions
The suppression of crossing over within inversions leads to distinct signatures of
nucleotide divergence within and near inversions. For the three chromosome arms that
contain fixed (chromosome 2, XL) or nearly-fixed (chromosome XR) inversion
differences between D. persimilis and D. pseudoobscura, Figure 10 presents windowed
(500 kb windows) estimates of divergence between D. persimilis and D. p. bogotana and
divergence between D. persimilis vs D. p. pseudoobscura. As previously observed,
divergence is low in regions near the centromere (Noor et al. 2007; Kulathinal et al. 2009).
As per Stevison & Noor (2010), we excluded regions within 5 mb of chromosome ends
from our “collinear regions” to obtain divergence estimates not affected by
chromosome-end effects (Stevison & Noor 2010). Similarly, we excluded collinear
regions within 2.5 mb of inversion breakpoints, based on previous studies which have
reported suppression of crossing over extending 1-2 mb beyond inversion breakpoints
(Machado et al. 2007; Kulathinal et al. 2009; Stevison et al. 2011).
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Figure 10: Genome-wide divergence between species. Each of the 3 inversionbearing chromosome arms are plotted from centromere (0) to telomere, inversion
boundaries are shown with vertical dashed lines. Dxy per 500 kb window is plotted to
show divergence between D. persimilis and D. p. bogotana (red) and divergence
between D. persimilis vs D. p. pseudoobscura (blue). The grayed-out portions indicate
the regions that were excluded from estimates of collinear Dxy due to their proximity
to the inversion breakpoints or to chromosome ends.
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All three inversion-bearing chromosomes exhibit lower divergence in the D.
persimilis:D. p. pseudoobscura comparison vs the D. persimilis:D. p. bogotana (Figure 10,
Figure 11A). Notably, this lower divergence in the sympatric comparison is true for both
the collinear and inverted regions (Figure 11A). Indeed, differentiation in the inverted
regions between D. persimilis:D. p. bogotana is higher than differentiation between D.
persimilis and any of the North American D. p. pseudoobscura genomes (Figure 11B).
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Figure 11: Divergence in inverted vs collinear regions. (A) For the three
inversion-bearing chromosomes, average divergence between species pairs is shown
with inverted and collinear regions separated. (B) For each individual D.
pseudoobscura genome, divergence from D. persimilis is shown for inverted regions.
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4.3.3 Gene flow is not solely responsible for patterns of higher
divergence in allopatry vs sympatry
The observation that divergence is lower in sympatry compared to allopatry
even in the inverted regions is somewhat surprising. A possible explanation for the
lower divergence in the sympatric species pair is that gene flow is homogenizing these
species even in inverted regions. Though there is evidence that double crossovers and
gene conversions occur within inversions (Schaeffer & Anderson 2005; Stevison et al.
2011; Korunes & Noor 2018), an alternative explanation is that D. p. bogotana has
experienced more substitutions per site, possibly due to a population bottleneck upon
colonization of South America leading to a subsequently small effective population size
(Schaeffer & Miller 1991; Wang & Hey 1996).
To correct for differences in evolutionary rates in these populations, we
considered the effects of introgression on divergence after adjusting for an elevated rate
of fixation leading to a longer branch length in D. p. bogotana. We compared the
divergence of each D. pseudoobscura subspecies from D. persimilis to the divergence of
each D. pseudoobscura subspecies from D. lowei using the following equation to define the
“introgression effect”: (Dxy [D.persimilis:D.p.bogotana] - Dxy [D.persimilis:D.p.pseudo.]) – (
Dxy [D.lowei:D.p.bogotana] - Dxy [D.lowei:D.p.pseudo.]). The first half of this equation
should include the effects of branch length in D. p. bogotana and the effects of any
introgression between D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis (Figure 12A). Since D. lowei does
not hybridize with any of these species, the second half of the equation should reflect
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only the effects of branch length in D. p. bogotana. Thus, the difference between these
terms should subtract the effects of evolutionary rate, leaving the effects of recent
introgression. After subtracting the effects of branch length in D. p. bogotana, there
appears to be little evidence for gene flow influencing patterns of divergence between D.
pseudoobscura and D. persimilis, except possibly slightly in the collinear region of
chromosome 2 (Figure 12B).
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Figure 12: The effects of introgression of divergence after correcting for
evolutionary rate. (A) Shows the strategy for examining the “introgression effect” of
gene flow on divergence. The first half of the equation compares the divergence of
each D. pseudoobscura subspecies from D. persimilis, and the second half compares
the divergence of each D. pseudoobscura subspecies from D. lowei. The difference
between these terms, plotted in (B), should reflect the effects of introgression after
correcting for branch length.
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4.4 Discussion
Our implementation of Patterson’s D-statistic to examine shared variation found
between D. persimilis and sympatric and allopatric subspecies of D. pseudoobscura
indicates gene exchange on the freely recombining chromosome 4 within the past
~150,000 years. Specifically, we interpret the excess of ABBA > BABA sites as evidence
that D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis have exchanged genes since the split of D. p.
bogotana. This evidence that introgression is driving patterns of divergence between D.
pseudoobscura and D. persimilis is in agreement with previous reports of ongoing
hybridization in these species (Dobzhansky 1973; Powell 1983; Machado & Hey 2003;
Hey & Nielsen 2004). Despite our evidence for recent gene exchange, it appears that
introgression may have had a negligible effect on patterns of divergence between these
species overall. We infer that a higher evolutionary rate within D. p. bogotana may
explain much of the increased divergence in allopatry vs sympatry.
As seen in Figure 10 and in previous studies (Kulathinal et al. 2009), divergence is
higher in inverted vs collinear regions in this system. This difference holds for
divergence between D. persimilis and either D. p. bogotana or D. pseudoobscura
pseudoobscura. This difference can be explained by a combination of 1) the segregation of
ancestral polymorphism (as advocated by Fuller et al. (2018)), 2) gene flow prior to the
split of D. p. bogotana, and 3) recent/ongoing gene flow (the latter two discussed in
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Powell 1983; Wang & Hey 1996; Wang et al. 1997; Noor et al. 2001b, 2007; Machado &
Hey 2003; Hey & Nielsen 2004; Machado et al. 2007; Kulathinal et al. 2009; McGaugh &
Noor 2012). For the sympatric pair D. persimilis vs D. p. pseudoobscura, any difference in
Dxy in inverted regions compared to collinear regions could be due in part to all three of
these factors in principle, but our findings here suggest that any contribution from
recent/ongoing gene flow is very slight. For D. persimilis vs D. p. bogotana, any difference
in Dxy in inverted regions compared to collinear regions is likely explained by the
segregation of ancestral polymorphism and/or gene flow prior to the split of D. p.
bogotana.
Our results question interpretations from earlier studies of this system. Given
that D. p. bogotana can be reasonably assumed to not be currently exchanging genes with
either D. persimilis or D. p. pseudoobscura (Schaeffer & Miller 1991; Wang et al. 1997), D.
persimilis:D. p. bogotana divergence was argued to be a suitable “negative control” for
examining the effect of recent hybridization between D. persimilis and D. p. pseudoobscura
(Brown et al. 2004). By this argument, the effect of recent gene flow can be estimated by
an allopatric vs sympatric comparison of the difference in divergence (whether in DNA
sequence or in phenotype) in inverted regions to divergence in collinear regions.
Specifically, Brown et al. (2004) and Chang and Noor (2007) inferred multiple hybrid
sterility factors between D. p. bogotana and D. persimilis that did not distinguish North
American D. p. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis (Brown et al. 2004; Chang & Noor 2007).
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Similarly, Kulathinal et al. (2009) observed significantly greater sequence difference
between D. p. bogotana and D. persimilis than between North American D. p.
pseudoobscura and D. persimilis. In both cases, the authors interpreted the difference to
result from recent homogenization of the collinear regions in the latter pair. Based on
our findings, we propose this difference may result at least in part from the accelerated
rate of divergence in D. p. bogotana.
Overall, we caution that simple allopatry-sympatry comparisons can easily be
misleading, and the population histories and rates of evolution of the examined species
should be carefully considered. Variation in Ne due to events such as recent population
bottlenecks in one of the taxa can dramatically influence evolutionary rates.
Additionally, the process of genetic divergence that shapes alleles responsible for local
adaptation and hybrid incompatibility can extend deep into the history of the species. In
fact, the influence of inversions on the divergence of a species pair can predate the split
of the species. Inversion polymorphisms in the ancestral population of a species pair can
contribute to patterns of higher sequence differentiation between species in those
inverted regions (Fuller et al. 2018b). Separating these effects requires an understanding
of the timing and extent of introgression, which can only be understood with an
appreciation for the evolutionary processes occurring in each of the taxa at hand.
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5. Conclusions
A central goal in evolutionary genetics is to understand the forces that drive
patterns of nucleotide variation within species. Recombination rate and nucleotide
diversity are positively correlated across loci within many species. Selective sweeps and
background selection both may contribute to this pattern by reducing nucleotide
variation disproportionately in regions of low recombination. While many studies
present unambiguous evidence of selective sweeps, there is still debate over the
contributions of background selection and/or soft selective sweeps (e.g., Stephan 2010;
Jensen 2014; Renzette et al. 2016). In Chapter 2, I presented a novel test for the effects of
linked selection (background selection and/or soft sweeps) in the absence of hard
selective sweeps. This approach provides a method for gathering empirical support for
the theoretical work suggesting that multiple types of linked selection act to affect
patterns of nucleotide variation. My examination of variation in sets of loci shared
between Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. miranda suggests that selection at linked sites
may reduce nucleotide variation even in the absence of hard selective sweeps.
Between species, linkage disequilibrium is also a powerful determinant of how
taxa evolve. When species differing by inversions hybridize, the collinear genomic
regions in hybrids can freely recombine, while inverted regions experience limited
recombination and often accumulate greater sequence differentiation over generations.
This process can lead to locally adapted traits and reproductive isolating barriers
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mapping disproportionately to inverted regions. Understanding the genetics underlying
local adaptation and reproductive isolation is a major goal in the field of population
genetics and necessitates understanding how chromosomal inversions shape
recombination landscapes. Though single-crossovers within inversions are not usually
recovered from inversion heterozygotes, the recombination-barrier imposed by
inversions is nuanced by exchange from non-crossover gene conversion. In Chapter 3, I
provided a genome-wide empirical analysis of gene conversion rates both within species
and in species hybrids. I estimate that gene conversion occurs at a rate of 1 x 10-5 to 2.5 x
10-5 converted sites per bp per generation in experimental crosses within Drosophila
pseudoobscura and between D. pseudoobscura and its naturally-hybridizing sister species
D. persimilis. This analysis is the first direct empirical assessment of gene conversion
rates within inversions of a species hybrid. These data show that gene conversion rates
in interspecies hybrids are at least as high as within-species estimates of gene conversion
rates, and gene conversion occurs regularly within and around inverted regions of
species hybrids, even near inversion breakpoints. I also found that several gene
conversion events appeared to be mitotic rather than meiotic in origin. Finally, I
observed that gene conversion rates are higher in regions of lower local sequence
divergence, yet our observed gene conversion rates in more divergent inverted regions
were at least as high as in less divergent collinear regions. Given our observed high rates
of gene conversion despite the sequence differentiation between species, especially in
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inverted regions, gene conversion has the potential to reduce the efficacy of inversions
as barriers to recombination over evolutionary time.
As we better understand both linked selection and the anti-recombinational
effects of inversions, we improve our understanding of how chromosomal inversions
shape the formation and maintenance of biological species. Many studies examine the
association of inversions with the evolution of reproductive isolation (e.g., Noor et al.
2001a; Khadem et al. 2011; Fishman et al. 2013). Many studies also address the timing
and frequency of hybridization and the rates of recombination in hybrids. However, few
systems allow for the integration of these factors into a comprehensive picture of the role
of inversions in speciation. To achieve a cohesive picture of how inversions have shaped
the divergence of two sister taxa, the Drosophila pseudoobscura / D. persimilis system has
long served as a model for dissecting the evolutionary processes underlying speciation.
Despite the rich history of work on understanding the speciation and divergence of
these sister species, there are unresolved questions about the extent of introgression and
about the relative effects of gene flow and lineage sorting on divergence. Some have
argued that no post-speciation gene flow is needed to explain observed patterns of
nucleotide variation (Fuller et al. 2018b), while others have inferred that introgression is
the driver of greater sequence divergence in inverted regions compares to collinear
regions. To fully understand the role of hybridization in the speciation process, these
models must be reconciled.
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To re-examine signals of possible introgression and explore patterns of
divergence in these species, I analyzed extensive whole-genome sequence data from D.
pseudoobscura and D. persimilis. Consistent with previous studies, I observed higher
divergence between these species in inverted than collinear regions, and my
implementation of Patterson’s D-statistic to contrast sympatric and allopatric subspecies
of D. pseudoobscura in their similarity to D. persimilis indicates very recent gene exchange
in collinear regions. Notably, divergence measures to D. persimilis are higher for
allopatric than sympatric D. pseudoobscura populations in both inverted and collinear
regions. I argue that this pattern is likely not driven by extensive recent gene exchange
throughout much of the genome. After we correct for different evolutionary rates in
these populations, this pattern is dramatically reduced, indicating that recent gene
exchange, while statistically significant, had a negligible effect on overall sequence
divergence. These results suggest that some past conclusions require re-evaluation, and
that interpreting divergence measures in similar datasets in other systems requires
consideration of the evolutionary context of the taxa.
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Appendix A – Supplementary Figures and Tables for
Chapter 2
Table 7: Genomic data for linked selection analysis
Strain

Experiment Runs/Details

Drosophila lowei
Lab3Lowei

SRX091467 SRR330416, SRR330418

Drosophila miranda
MA28

SRX950183 SRR1873751

MAO101-4

SRX950187 SRR1873752

MAO3-3

SRX950188 SRR1873753

MAO3-4

SRX950189 SRR1873754

MAO3-5

SRX950190 SRR1873755

MAO3-6

SRX950211 SRR2042916

ML14

SRX965452 SRR1925723

ML16

SRX965455 SRR1925728

ML6f

SRX965460 SRR1925734

SP138

SRX965461 SRR1925735

SP235

SRX965462 SRR1925736

Drosophila pseudoobscura
AFC12

SRX091462 SRR330321, SRR330322, SRR330323, SRR330324

FS18

SRX091310 SRR330103, SRR330104, SRR330105, SRR330106

MAT32

SRX091461 SRR330317, SRR330318, SRR330319, SRR330320

MATTL

SRX091324 SRR330129, SRR330130, SRR330131, SRR330197

MSH9

SRX091465 SRR330329, SRR330330, SRR330331, SRR330333

MSH24

SRX091463 SRR330325, SRR330326, SRR330327, SRR330328

PP1134

SRX091323 SRR330125, SRR330126, SRR330127, SRR330128

PP1137

SRX091311 SRR330107

AFC and MC
populations

na

21 D. pseudoobscura genomes were provided by
Kieran Samuk (unpublished data). These genomes
were sequenced from 21 isolines derived from
wild-caught flies from American Fork Canyon
(AFC), Utah and Madera Canyon (MC), Arizona.
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Table 8: The effect of upstream/downstream region size on measures of
neutral diversity in association with recombination rate. The counts below are limited
to genes within the recombination map, possessing at least 30 fourfold degenerate
sites. “No sweeps” indicates that these loci had no derived fixed differences in D.
pseudoobscura.

Gene Count

Correlation between
fourfold degenerate site π
and local recombination
rate (r, p-val)

Chromosome 2

2173

r = 0.22, p = 2.2 x 10-16

X Chromosome – XR

1086

r = 0.15, p = 4.95 x 10-7

Chromosome 2

75

r = 0.18, p = 0.12

X Chromosome - XR

28

r = 0.13, p = 0.52

Chromosome 2

56

r = 0.24, p = 0.08

X Chromosome - XR

21

r = 0.16, p = 0.49

Chromosome 2

46

r = 0.21, p = 0.17

X Chromosome - XR

17

r = 0.14, p = 0.60

Chromosome
All Loci

No sweeps (in the gene span)

No sweeps (gene span + 50bp buffer)

No sweeps (gene span + 100bp buffer)
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Appendix B – Supplementary Figures and Tables for
Chapter 3

Figure 13: Sanger sequencing of a putative gene conversion. A converted locus
(Chromosome 2, focal position 22,226,754) and the left and right flanking SNPs are
shown for a putative mitotic gene conversion in the PP1137 x MSH177 cross. The top
two rows show the parents: the female F1 and the male PP1137 individual. The bottom
three rows are offspring that were heterozygous at the focal SNP, and homozygous at
the flanking loci.
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Table 9: Divergence by genomic region
Chromosome

Divergence
(p-distance):
Inverted Region

Divergence
(p-distance):
Collinear Region

Divergence
(p-distance):
Chromosome
Overall

Intraspecies Cross – PP1137 x PP1134
chromosome 2

na

0.011

0.011

chromosome 3

na

0.006

0.006

X chromosome - XL

na

0.011

0.011

X chromosome - XR

na

0.008

0.008

Intraspecies Cross – PP1137 x MSH177
chromosome 2

na

0.011

0.011

chromosome 3

0.018

0.009

0.014

X chromosome - XL

na

0.006

0.006

X chromosome - XR

na

0.005

0.005

Interspecies Cross – PP1137 x MSH1993
chromosome 2

0.015

0.012

0.013

chromosome 3

0.016

0.008

0.013

X chromosome - XL

0.017

0.014

0.015

X chromosome - XR

0.010

0.011

0.011
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Table 10: Inversions utilized in this study. All coordinates are based on the
current reference genome (v3.04) of D. pseudoobscura on FlyBase (Gramates et al.
2017). Groups (e.g., XL_group1e) refer to scaffolds, which have been ordered and
oriented as described in (Schaeffer et al. 2008).
Chromosome

Inter/Intra

Approximate
Proximal Breakpoint
17,104,500

Approximate Distal
Breakpoint
9,453,800

Chromosome 2†

Interspecies

Chromosome 3

2,505,100

9,163,900

X Chromosome – XL†

Inter- and
Intraspecies
Interspecies

6,953,400, XL_group1e

7,010,100, XL_group1a

X Chromosome – XR†

Interspecies

7,180,700, XR_group8

6,156,100, XR_group6

‡

Breakpoints (Chr 2, XL, XR) originally described in Machado et al. 2007.
Breakpoints (Chr 3, Pikes Peak vs Standard) described in Fuller et al. 2017.

†
‡
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Table 11: Loci and primers for Sanger sequencing. Groups (e.g., XL_group1e)
refer to scaffolds whose order and orientation was inferred by genetic and physical
maps in Schaeffer et al. (2008).
Target Coordinate Product
(Chromosome,
Size
Focal Site)

Primers

Sequenced Individuals
(From PP1137xMSH177)

Confirmed Gene Conversion Events (Supported by Sanger Sequencing)
chrXR_group6,
11301587

491

Fwd: GGCTGCAGGATGCAGATT
Rev: CTCTCATTCGAAACAGTGTTGG

Parent Female, Parent Male;
Offspring: 00D1F4, 00D1M2,
00D1M3

chr3,
11464440

179

Fwd: GAATTCGGGAGCACCTAAAA
Rev: GGGGAATTTAACCCACTTCG

Parent Female, Parent Male;
Offspring: 00D1F1, 00D1F3,
00D1M5

chr2,
16894430

389

Fwd: CGCTCAAACACAACAGGAAA
Rev: CAGTGTTGTTGAGTCGGAAAAA

Parent Female, Parent Male;
Offspring: 00D1F1, 00D1F2,
00D1M2

chr3,
13372630

187

Fwd: GCTACAAACGCAGATGCAAA
Rev: TAACGCCCTTCTCGACAATC

Parent Female, Parent Male;
Offspring: 00D1F1, 00D1F3,
00D1M2

chr2,
29810617

479

Fwd: AGACGCGACCCCTAAGCTAT
Rev: CGGATTCTGAGGATTCTCTCC

Parent Female, Parent Male;
Offspring: 00D1M2, 00D1F2,
00D1M6

chr2,
22226754

397

Fwd: AGCATCGCAAGAACAACCTC
Rev: GGCGGAACTTCAATGTTTCT

Parent Female, Parent Male;
Offspring: 00D1F2, 00D1M2,
00D1M5

Not-confirmed: Used to Fine-Tune Coverage and Indel Filtering
chrXR_group6,
9235101

454

Fwd: TGGGCCGATAAGATGTTTGT
Rev: TGCCAAGTCGGAAATCTTCT

Parent Female, Parent Male;
Offspring: 00D1F1

chr2,
5751870

516

Fwd: TCGGAGACCTCGATATTGGT
Rev: CTGCTTCAACGAGGACTGTG

Parent Female, Parent Male,
Grandparent Male; Offspring:
00D1M2

chr2,
3995825

397

Fwd: CCATGGCAGGAAGTAATCATC
Rev: CGACCACATACGCCTACACA

Parent Female, Parent Male;
Offspring: 00D1F5

chr3,
9091444

290

Fwd: CCATCAAGATCCAGACCTCA
Rev: GCGTAAAAGCCCTTCGAGTA

Parent Female, Parent Male;
Offspring: 00D1F4
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Table 12: All gene conversions observed. Groups (e.g., XL_group1e) refer to
scaffolds whose order and orientation was inferred by genetic and physical maps in
Schaeffer et al. (2008).
Offspring Chromosome

Focal
Flanking
Flanking Maximum Inside/ Distance
Coordinate Coordinate Coordinate
Tract
Outside to Nearest
(L)
(R)
Length Inversion Breakpoint
(bp)

PP1137 x PP1134
Female1

2

27335602

27335537

27335630

93

na

na

Female1

XR_group6

10663919

10662949

10664213

1264

na

na

Female2

2

27335602

27335537

27335630

93

na

na

Female3

XR_group6

11576412

11576348

11576420

72

na

na

Female4

XL_group3a

2397978

2397515

2399874

2359

na

na

Female6

XR_group6

10663919

10662949

10664213

1264

na

na

Male3

2

13668384/
13668665/
13668667

13668263

13668909

646

na

na

Male3

XL_group3a

2397978

2397515

2399874

2359

na

na

Male 4

2

27335602

27335537

27335630

93

na

na

Male 4

2

3990324

3990154

3990480

326

na

na

Male 4

3

13922329

13922006

13922383

377

na

na

Male 4

XR_group6

4890510

4889920

4890670

750

na

na

Male 6

2

27335602

27335537

27335630

93

na

na

Male 6

3

13922329

13922006

13922383

377

na

na

Male 6

3

16636384

16636254

16636898

644

na

na

Male 6

XR_group6

4890510

4889920

4890670

750

na

na

PP1137 x MSH177
Female1

2

16894430

16894374

16894579

205

na

na

Female1

3

11464440

11464433

11464443

10

In

2300569

Female1

3

11804294

11804209

11804330

121

In

2640423

Female1

3

13372630

13372593

13372837

244

In

4208759

Female1

XR_group6

11301587

11301444

11301840

396

na

na

Female1

XR_group8

5082021/
5082116/
5082117

5081815

5082273

458

na

na

Female2

2

16894430

16894374

16894579

205

na

na

Female2

2

22226754

22226598

22226932

334

na

na

Female2

2

29810617

29810270

29810683

413

na

na
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Female2

XR_group6

11301587

11301444

11301840

396

na

na

Female2

XR_group8

3365982

3365976

3366014

38

na

na

Female3

3

11464440

11464433

11464443

10

In

2300569

Female3

3

11804294

11804209

11804330

121

In

2640423

Female3

3

2283009

2282902

2283056

154

Out

222112

Female3

3

13372630

13372593

13372837

244

In

4208759

Female4

2

22226754

22226598

22226932

334

na

na

Female4

XR_group6

11301587

11301444

11301840

396

na

na

Male2

2

16894430

16894374

16894579

205

na

na

Male2

2

22226754

22226598

22226932

334

na

na

Male2

2

29810617

29810270

29810683

413

na

na

Male2

3

11464440

11464433

11464443

10

In

2300569

Male2

3

11804294

11804209

11804330

121

In

2640423

Male2

3

2283009

2282902

2283056

154

Out

222112

Male2

3

13372630

13372593

13372837

244

In

4208759

Male3

XR_group6

11301587

11301444

11301840

396

na

na

Male3

XR_group6

1172103

1171706

1173816

2110

na

na

Male5

2

16894430

16894374

16894579

205

na

na

Male5

2

22226754

22226598

22226932

334

na

na

Male5

3

11464440

11464433

11464443

10

In

2300569

Male5

3

11804294

11804209

11804330

121

In

2640423

Male5

3

2283009

2282902

2283056

154

Out

222112

Male6

2

16894430

16894374

16894579

205

na

na

Male6

2

22226754

22226598

22226932

334

na

na

Male6

2

29810617

29810270

29810683

413

na

na

PP1137 x MSH1993
Female7

XL_group1e

5511582

5511512

5511628

116

Out

1441803

Female7

XR_group3a

311634

311402

311944

542

Out

4745881

Female7

XR_group6

6246832

6246815

6246858

43

In

90780

Female7

XR_group6

9836657

9836551

9836695

144

In

3680605

Female7

XR_group6

4872911

4872134

4873361

1227

Out

1283141

Female7

XR_group8

7218020

7216969

7218078

1109

In

37340

Female8

XL_group1e

11752436

11752426

11752437

11

In

2437281

Female8

XL_group1e

5511582

5511512

5511628

116

Out

1441803

Female8

XR_group6

9836657

9836551

9836695

144

In

3680605

Female8

XR_group6

4872911

4872134

4873361

1227

Out

1283141

Female8

XR_group8

777709

777544

777861

317

In

4831514

Male2

XL_group1e

5511582

5511512

5511628

116

Out

1441803

Male2

XR_group6

6246832

6246815

6246858

43

In

90780

Male2

XR_group8

3754409

3754377

3754452

75

Out

3426271
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Male3

XR_group6

4872911

4872134

4873361

1227

Out

1283141

Male4

XL_group1e

12285541

12285526

12285544

18

In

1904176

Male4

XL_group1e

8465614

8465603

8465664

61

In

1512229

Male4

XL_group1e

5511582

5511512

5511628

116

Out

1441803

Male4

XL_group1e

8023375

8023350

8023777

427

In

1069990

Male4

XR_group6

9836657

9836551

9836695

144

In

3680605

Male4

XR_group6

4872911

4872134

4873361

1227

Out

1283141
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Table 13: Proximity of gene conversion events to inversion breakpoints. For
chromosomes bearing an inversion, the number of unique gene conversion events
observed over the approximate combined sequence length are reported for each
distance range. Each denominator is the number of 1 mb regions in the given distance
range. e.g., the 5 inversion differences each have 2 breakpoints, so there are 10 mb (5 x
2 mb) of sequence that fall within 1 mb inside of an inversion breakpoint. These
numbers are not corrected for coverage.
Distance to Nearest
Breakpoint
0 - 1 MB
1 - 2 MB
2 - 3 MB
>3 MB

Inside Inversion
(Gene Conversion Events /
MB)
2 / 10 = 0.2
3 / 10 = 0.3
3 / 10 = 0.3
3 / 22 = 0.14
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Outside Inversion
(Gene Conversion Events /
MB)
1 / 10 = 0.1
2 / 10 = 0.2
0 / 10 = 0
2 / 52 = 0.04

Table 14: Directionality of AT/GC heterozygote resolution. Groups (e.g.,
XL_group1e) refer to scaffolds whose order and orientation was inferred by genetic
and physical maps in Schaeffer et al. (2008)
Cross

Individual

Chromosome

Focal
Coordinate

Offspring
Genotype

Female
Parent (F1)
Genotype

Male
Parent
Genotype

Transmission Directionality Favored A/T
PP1137xPP1134

Female3

XR_group6

11576412

A/G

A/G

G/G

PP1137xPP1134

Female4

XL_group3a

2397978

C/T

C/T

C/C

PP1137xPP1134

Male3

XL_group3a

2397978

T/T

C/T

C/C

PP1137xPP1134

Male4

2

3990324

C/T

C/T

C/C

PP1137xPP1134

Male4

3

13922329

C/T

C/T

C/C

PP1137xPP1134

Male6

3

13922329

C/T

C/T

C/C

PP1137xMSH177

Female1

3

11804294

C/T

C/T

C/C

PP1137xMSH177

Female1

3

13372630

G/T

G/T

G/G

PP1137xMSH177

Female1

XR_group6

11301587

C/A

C/A

C/C

PP1137xMSH177

Female2

2

29810617

G/A

G/A

G/G

PP1137xMSH177

Female2

XR_group6

11301587

C/A

C/A

C/C

PP1137xMSH177

Female3

3

11804294

C/T

C/T

C/C

PP1137xMSH177

Female3

3

13372630

G/T

G/T

G/G

PP1137xMSH177

Female4

XR_group6

11301587

C/A

C/A

C/C

PP1137xMSH177

Male2

2

29810617

G/A

G/A

G/G

PP1137xMSH177

Male2

3

11804294

C/T

C/T

C/C

PP1137xMSH177

Male2

3

13372630

G/T

G/T

G/G

PP1137xMSH177

Male3

XR_group6

11301587

A/A

C/A

C/C

PP1137xMSH177

Male5

3

11804294

C/T

C/T

C/C

PP1137xMSH177

Male6

2

29810617

G/A

G/A

G/G

PP1137xMSH1993

Female7

XL_group1e

5511582

C/A

C/A

C/C

PP1137xMSH1993

Female7

XR_group3a

311634

G/T

G/T

G/G

PP1137xMSH1993

Female7

XR_group6

6246832

T/G

T/G

G/G

PP1137xMSH1993

Female7

XR_group8

7218020

C/A

C/A

C/C

PP1137xMSH1993

Female8

XL_group1e

5511582

C/A

C/A

C/C

PP1137xMSH1993
PP1137xMSH1993

Male2
Male2

XL_group1e
XR_group6

5511582
6246832

A/A
T/T

C/A
T/G

C/C
G/G

PP1137xMSH1993

Male4

XL_group1e

12285541

A/A

A/G

A/A

PP1137xMSH1993

Male4

XL_group1e

8023375

T/T

C/T

T/T

PP1137xMSH1993

Male4

XL_group1e

8465614

T/T

T/C

T/T

Transmission Directionality Favored G/C
PP1137xPP1134

Male6

XR_group6

4890510

C/C

C/T

C/C

PP1137xPP1134

Male4

XR_group6

4890510

C/C

C/T

C/C

PP1137xMSH177

Female1

3

11464440

T/C

T/C

T/T

PP1137xMSH177

Female1

XR_group8

5082021/
5082116/

A/G

A/G

A/A
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5082117
PP1137xMSH177

Female2

XR_group8

3365982

T/C

T/C

T/T

PP1137xMSH177

Female3

3

11464440

T/C

T/C

T/T

PP1137xMSH177

Male2

3

11464440

T/C

T/C

T/T

PP1137xMSH177

Male3

XR_group6

1172103

G/G

G/A

G/G

PP1137xMSH177

Male5

3

11464440

T/C

T/C

T/T

PP1137xMSH1993

Female7

XR_group6

4872911

A/C

A/C

A/A

PP1137xMSH1993

Female7

XR_group6

9836657

T/C

T/C

T/T

PP1137xMSH1993

Female8

XR_group6

4872911

A/C

A/C

A/A

PP1137xMSH1993

Female8

XR_group6

9836657

T/C

T/C

T/T

PP1137xMSH1993

Male3

XR_group6

4872911

C/C

A/C

A/A

PP1137xMSH1993

Male4

XL_group1e

5511582

C/C

C/A

C/C

PP1137xMSH1993

Male4

XR_group6

4872911

C/C

A/C

A/A

PP1137xMSH1993

Male4

XR_group6

9836657

C/C

T/C

T/T
A/A

Not Informative for AT/GC Bias (Not an AT/GC Heterozygote)
PP1137xPP1134

Female1

2

27335602

A/T

A/T

PP1137xPP1134

Female1

XR_group6

10663919

C/G

C/G

G/G

PP1137xPP1134

Female2

2

27335602

A/T

A/T

A/A

PP1137xPP1134

Female6

XR_group6

10663919

C/G

C/G

G/G

PP1137xPP1134

Male3

2

PP1137xPP1134

Male4

2

13668384/
13668665/
13668667
27335602

A/C;
A/G;
C/G
A/T

A/C;
A/G;
C/G
A/T

A/A;
G/G;
G/G
A/A

PP1137xPP1134

Male6

2

27335602

A/T

A/T

A/A

PP1137xPP1134

Male6

3

16636384

C/G

C/G

G/G

PP1137xMSH177

Female1

2

16894430

G/C

G/C

G/G

PP1137xMSH177

Female2

2

16894430

G/C

G/C

G/G

PP1137xMSH177

Female2

2

22226754

A/T

A/T

A/A

PP1137xMSH177

Female3

3

2283009

T/A

T/A

T/T

PP1137xMSH177

Female4

2

22226754

A/T

A/T

A/A

PP1137xMSH177

Male2

2

16894430

G/C

G/C

G/G

PP1137xMSH177

Male2

2

22226754

A/T

A/T

A/A

PP1137xMSH177

Male2

3

2283009

T/A

T/A

T/T

PP1137xMSH177

Male5

2

16894430

G/C

G/C

G/G

PP1137xMSH177

Male5

2

22226754

A/T

A/T

A/A

PP1137xMSH177

Male5

3

2283009

T/A

T/A

T/T

PP1137xMSH177

Male6

2

16894430

G/C

G/C

G/G

PP1137xMSH177

Male6

2

22226754

A/T

A/T

A/A

PP1137xMSH1993

Female8

XL_group1e

11752436

G/C

G/C

G/G

PP1137xMSH1993

Female8

XR_group8

777709

C/G

C/G

C/C

PP1137xMSH1993

Male2

XR_group8

3754409

A/A

T/A

T/T
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Table 15: Proximity of gene conversion events to gene spans
Chromosome

Flanking
Coordinate (L)

Flanking
Coordinate (R)

Overlapping Gene
Span

chr2

27335537

27335630

GA26196

chrXR_group6

10662949

10664213

none

chrXR_group6

11576348

11576420

none

chrXL_group3a

2397515

2399874

GA17599

chr2

13668263

13668909

none

chr2

3990154

3990480

GA30119

chr3

13922006

13922383

GA24226

chrXR_group6

4889920

4890670

GA10596

chr3

16636254

16636898

none

chr2

16894374

16894579

GA14206

chr3

11464433

11464443

GA24275

chr3

11804209

11804330

GA30639

chr3

13372593

13372837

GA13980

chrXR_group6

11301444

11301840

none

chrXR_group8

5081815

5082273

GA32685

chr2

22226598

22226932

GA20858

chr2

29810270

29810683

GA30238

chrXR_group8

3365976

3366014

GA16858

chr3

2282902

2283056

none

chrXR_group6

1171706

1173816

GA23664

chrXR_group8

7216969

7218078

GA21999

chrXR_group8

777544

777861

GA21583

chrXL_group1e

11752426

11752437

none

chrXR_group8

3754377

3754452

GA28551

chrXR_group6

6246815

6246858

none

chrXR_group6

4872134

4873361

GA10596

chrXR_group6

9836551

9836695

GA23436

chrXL_group1e

12285526

12285544

GA11122

PP1137xPP1134

PP1137xMSH177

PP1137xMSH1993
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chrXL_group1e

5511512

5511628

GA12994

chrXL_group1e

8023350

8023777

GA32384

chrXL_group1e

8465603

8465664

GA13994

XR_group3a

311402

311944

none
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Appendix C – Supplementary Figures and Tables
for Chapter 4

Table 16: Inversion breakpoints relative to the D. miranda reference genome.
Breakpoints (Chr 2, XL, XR) were originally described in Machado et al. (2007) and
provided here in coordinates of DroMir2.2.
Chromosome
Chromosome 2

Approximate Proximal
Breakpoint
15,154,864

Approximate Distal
Breakpoint
23,081,317

X Chromosome – XL

10,619,782

18,389,958

X Chromosome – XR

24,174,893

11,348,640
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Table 17: Genomic data for introgression analysis
Strain

Experiment

Runs/Details

SRX091467

SRR330416, SRR330418

MSH1993

SRX104991, SRX104992

SRR363437, SRR363439

8 additional lines

na

8 D. persimilis genomes were
provided by Carlos Machado
(unpublished data). These genomes
were sequenced from 8 isolines
derived from wild-caught flies.

Drosophila lowei
Lab3Lowei
Drosophila persimilis

Drosophila pseudoobscura bogotana
Toro1

SRX091468

SRR330420, SRR330423

Drosophila pseudoobscura pseudoobscura
19 additional lines

na

19 D. pseudoobscura genomes were
provided by Kieran Samuk
(unpublished data). These genomes
were sequenced from 19 isolines
derived from wild-caught flies
from American Fork Canyon, Utah
and Madera Canyon, Arizona.
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Figure 14: Principal components analysis. The first two principal components
are plotted for the four examined chromosome arms.
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